Greater Emphasis On Information Resource
~Management
Is Needed At The Federal
~Aviation Administration
The Federal Aviation Administration
does
not have an overall planning processor central management
direction over itsinformation resources used for administrativefunctions. As a result, it has acquired excess
computer
hardware
and has experienced
problems in developing
major software systems projects.
To provide leadership and direction for FAA’s
information
resources,
GAO recommends
that FAAcentralize
its management
of information resources, assigning the central authority a clear mandate to carry out comprehensive information
resources planning and
other essential management
functions.
GAO also recommends
that the Secretary of
Transportation
develop a Department-wide
computer
capacity and workload
management program and require that FAA make
use of suitable computer
capacity, if available in the Department,
before acquiring
new capacity of its own.
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The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman,
Committee on Government
Operations
House of Representatives
Dear Mr.

Chairman:

requerrted
in the House Government Operations
Committee
of June 11, 1981, we have reviewed the Federal Aviation
Administration's
(FAA’s)
planning,
management, acquisition
and
specifically
automatic
data processuse of information
resources,
This report
concentrates
on the use of automated systems for
We plan to issue a separate
report
adadministrative
functions.
dressing
FAA's automated system for air traffic
control
operations.
As

report

ir)g

l

Our report
discusses
a number of problems with FAA's management and planning
of automated systems used for administrative
pkpoeee
and contains
recommendations
which should improve FAA
operations
in the immediate
future
and over the long term.
We
d$d not obtain agency comments on this report.
unless you publicly
announce
Aa arranged with your office,
we plan no further
distribution
of this
its contents
earlier,
At that time
r port until
30 days from the date of the report.
will
send copies to the Secretary
of Transportation:
AdminisW
t ator,
Federal Aviation
Administration;
Director,
Office
of
Hi agement and Budget: Administrator,
General Services Adminisand other interested
parties.
We will
also make copies
tration:
available
to others
upon request.
Sincerely

yours,

Comptroller
General
of the United States

COMPTROLLERGENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT
OPERATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

GREATEREMPHASIS ON INFORMATION
RESOURCEMANAGEMENTIS NEEDED AT
THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

DIGEST
-----The Federal Aviation
Administration
(FAA)
regulates
civil
aviation
and provides
for safe
and efficient
use of the Nation's
airspace.
FAA makes extensive
use of automatic data processing (ADP) for both air traffic
control
operations
and administrative
purposes.
The
House Government Operations
Committee asked GAO
to evaluate FAA’s planning,
management, and acquisition
of automated information
systems for
both uses.
This report
concentrates
on the use
of automated systems for administrative
purposes
such as personnel,
financial
management, accident/incident/violation
reporting,
and other
administrative
reporting
functions.
GAO plans to
issue a separate report
assessing FAA's automated systems for air traffic
control.
(See
p* 2.)
FAA has taken steps to improve its ADP procedures and guidelines
for initiating
and approving national
hardware and software
development
projects
to meet its information
needs.
Recently,
it has strengthened
its regional
project
management and review process for software
systems used
for administrative
functions.
Despite these improvements,
GAO's review disclosed a number of management and technical
problems remaining in information-related
functions,
especially
ADP. GAO found that FAA is
procuring
excessive computer hardware capacity
at the Aeronautical
Computer Center in Oklahoma
City,
Oklahoma, and at its regional
offices
and
is allowing
major software
projects
to proceed
or be developed without
appropriate
management
controls.
These conditions
prevail
because ADP
management control
and oversight
are dispersed
In addition,
information
throughout
the agency.
requirements
analyses are not adequately
conducted
to support computer acquisitions.
GAO concluded
that FAA needs to provide more central
management direction
and control
over its information
resources and improve its information
resource
planning
and project
management.
(See p. 9.)
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GAO's review also addressed the Department of
Transportation's
implementation
of the ADP
aspects of the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980. GAO found that,
at the secretarial
the Department could provide better
level,
guidance on acquiring,
managing, operating,
and using information
resources to its subunits,
including
FAA.
NEED FOR AGENCYWIDE
INFORMATION R&SOURCESPLANNING
GAO found that,
despite
the growing complexity
and size of FAA's computer hardware acquisitions
and software
projects,
FM has not made a
comprehensive analysis
of its overall
information requirements.
FAA orders require
information
requirements
planning on a projectby-project
basis, but they do not require
overall
planning to meet agencywide functional
needs.
FAA officials
believe that project
level
planning
and analysis
of requirements
is
sufficient.
However, because FAA has relied
on project
level planning,
it is not in a
position
to (1) identify
overlapping
or duplicative
systems or unmet functional
needs,
(2) lay out its long-term
strategy
for achieving the desired overall
grouping or integration of software
systems, and (3) evaluate
the overall
effectiveness
of its existing
Further,
FAA does not
information
systems.
have a complete and reliable
basis for acquiring computer hardware to meet short-term
or
(See ppe 4
long-term
computer capacity
needs.
to 6.)
FM
officials
indicate
that a more comprehensive
planning
approach, while desirable,
would encounter "real world" constraints,
including
the
long lead time involved
in acquiring
new systems
and the need to concentrate
personnel and funding resources on resolving
anticipated
shortages
However, GAO believes
in computer capacity.
a comprehensive planning process could address
long-term
information
requirements
as well as
GAO
anticipated
computer capacity
shortages.
recommends that FAA implement a comprehensive
information
requirements
planning process.
(See
p. 10 .)

ii

NEED FOR AN INFORMATION
RESOURCESMANAGEMENT
OFFICE
FAA's organizational
structure
and management
approach have not provided the central
direction
necessary for planning,
acquiring,
and using
ADP and related
information
resources.
FM
could carry out these functions
by applying
major aspects of the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, a law intended to improve the GovernThe
ment's approach to information
management.
act stresses
a unified
approach to information
resources management under the leadership
of
a high-level
official.
GAO found that while FAA has assigned the
authority
for most of these functions
to a highlevel official,
it has to date left
significant
responsibility
dispersed
among several headquarters
and field
offices
and a committee.
GAO believes
that a management structure
which
places the high-level
official
directly
in
charge of an office
having day-to-day
responsibility
for information
resources would be more
effective
in carrying
out these functions.
(See pp. 7 to 9.)
GAO recommends that FAA strengthen
and integrate its management structure
for information
resources by placing both the authority
and
responsibility
in a central
management office
under the control
of a high-level
official
for
information
resources.
This official,
as head
of the central
office,
should direct
the comprehensive
planning process for information
resources
and oversee software
development and
hardware acquisitions
as also recommended by
GAO.
NEED FOR BETTER
SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT

Teq Sheet

FAA's systems review committee was established to provide management direction
and
review and approve proposed and on-going
software
projects.
GAO reviewed 12 out
of 119 administrative
software
development
projects
and noted shortcomings
in the committee's
adherence to FAA’s
own standards
regarding
analysis
of requirements
and consideration
of alternatives
as well as costs
Many of the problems occurred
and benefits.
early in the initiation
phase that precedes
(See
the development of software
systems.
11
to
14.)
PP.
iii

To provide a more unified
and consistent
approach for software management, GAO recommends that FAA shift
the committee's
overall
management responsibilities
to the central
management office
recommended above.
The
committee could continue
reviewing
software
projects
and hardware acquisitions
to help
ensure that they address the information
needs of various user organizations.
GAO
also recommends that FAA require
user organizations
to prepare a thorough analysis
of
requirements,
feasible
alternatives,
and costbenefits
to better
justify
and support proposed software
projects.
(See p. 16.)
NEED FOR BETTER
HARDWAREMANAGEMENT
FAA is completing
two major procurement
actions--(l)
minicomputer
systems for its
regional
offices
and (2) a large mainframe
computer for the Aeronautical
Center estimated to cost about $24 million.
These
procurements
are continuing,
even though
GAO's review showed that FAA's current
and
projected
workload does not support procurements of this size.
Also, FAA did not
adequately
take into account the option
of using the excess computer capacity
at
the Department of Transportation's
Computer
Center in Washington,
D.C., to meet a substantial
part of FAA's data processing
requirements.
The Department could minimize
excess capacity
by achieving
a better
balance between departmentwide
computer capacity and workload.
GAO recommends that
the Department develop and implement a
departmentwide
information
resources
and
workload management program to improve
allocation
of ADP workload and provide
needed computer capacity
within
the
Department.
(See p. 21.)
AGENCY COMMENTS
GAO did not obtain agency comments on this
report but discussed
factual
information
contained in the report with FAA and Department
of Transportation
officials.
On April
20, 1982, GAO issued an interim
report
to the House Committee on Government Operations
entitled
"Examination
of the Federal Aviation
Administration's
Plan for the National
Airspace
iv

System--Interim
Report (AFMD-82-66)."
Subsethe agency responded to sections of the
quently,
interim
report addressing
FAA's use of ADP for
administrative
functions.
GAO's interim
report
concluded that two acquisitions
of computers for administrative
functions
(the same as those covered in this
report)
were not adequately
based on informaan evaluation
of alternation requirements,
tives,
and cost-benefit
analyses,
and recommended canceling
both procurement
actions.
The Department disagreed and stated that
GAO's recommendations were not supported by
the technical
data provided to the GAO study
team.

GAO evaluated
additional
information
on FAA's
computer requirements
and on its plans to
proceed with both computer acquisitions.
Based on further
evaluation
of additional
data provided by the agency, GAO still
believes
that FAA is acquiring
computer capaFAA's comments
bility
that it does not need.
on this interim
report and GAO's evaluation
are discussed in more detail
in appendix II.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Federal Aviation
Administration
(FAA), a part of the
Department of Transportation
(DOT), traces its origin
to the Air
Commerce Act of 1926, which led to the establishment
of the Aeronautics
Branch in the Department of Commerce. The Aeronautics
Branch was given the authority
to certify
pilots
and aircraft,
develop air navigation
facilities,
promote flying
safety,
and
issue flight
information.
The Civil
Aeronautics
Act of 1938 established the independent Civil Aeronautics
Authority
with responsibilities
in both the safety and economic areas.
In 1958 the Congress passed the Federal Aviation
Act, which
created the independent Federal Aviation
Agency with broad authority
to regulate
civil
aviation
and provide for the safe and
In April
1967,
efficient
utilization
of the Nation's
airspace.
the Federal Aviation
Agency's responsibilities
were placed with
FAA functions
within
FAA in the new Department of Transportation.
DOT under a separate budget authority.
FAA's total
budget for
fiscal
year 1982 was about $2.9 billion.
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSINGIS
QSED EXTENSIVELY BY FAA
FAA makes extensive
use of automatic
data processing
(ADP)
both for air traffic
control
operations
0 support its missions,
FAA defines
administrative
computer
nd administrative
purposes.
PC
$ystems as those hardware and software
systems that are not directly
controlling
aircraft
in the Nation's
air space even though
administrative
information
may originate
in the air traffic
control
system.
FAA operates over 100 automated systems for adminisThe Personnel Management Information
System,
trative
purposes.
Instrument
Approach Procedures Automation,
and the Accident-Incident
bata System are examples of such systems.
I

For fiscal
year 1982, FAA estimates
that its ADP and telecommunications
costs,
excluding
acquisitions,
may exceed $38 million.
Actual expenditures
for fiscal
year 1981 exceeded $28 million.
Although the automated air traffic
control
functions
account for
a clear trend toward increased costs
most of these expenditures,
Between
and use of ADP for administrative
purposes is continuing.
for administrative
fiscal
years 1981 and 1982, FAA's expenditures
ADP functions
increased
from approximately
$4.5 million
to nearly
$9.7 million.
OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
House Government Operations
Committee Report No. 97-137,
June 11, 1981, requested that we review FAA's planning,
management,
and acquisition
of automated systems for air traffic
control
and
administrative
purposes.
In response to this request,
we initiated
This,
concurrent
reviews that will
result
in two separate reports.
1

,’

covers our work on FAA's planning,
the first
of the two reports,
management, and acquisition
of ADP resources
for administrative
purposes.
The second report will address FAA's National
Airspace
System Plan and issues related
to air traffic
control,
including
the modernization
of automated systems.
In March 1982 the committee asked us to prepare an interim
report
covering our preliminary
evaluation
of FAA's plan to modernCur interim
report,
which was
ize the National
Airspace System.
issued April
20, 1982, included our final
evaluation
of procurement
actions
to acquire computer systems for administrative
purposes.
The purpose of this report
is to (1) evaluate FAA's implementation
of information
resource management principles
and Public Law 96-511,
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (ch. 2), (2) evaluate FAA's
management of software
development activities
(ch. 3), and (3)
analyze FAA's actions
on its two administrative
computer procurements to the extent necessary to update information
contained
in
our April
20, 1982, report
(ch. 4).
To evaluate FAA’s
management of software
development activities,
we selected
12 out of 119 software
development projects
as
of November 1981.
These activities
involved 9 of 18 ongoing software development projects
and 3 of 101 completed software
development projects.
The software
activities
we selected were significant in terms of estimated
cost or potential
benefits
or were
intended
to provide management support to the National
Airspace
System.
Within these parameters,
we selected
software
projects
that covered a broad range of functions
and information
areas
such
as airspace,
accident/incident/violation,
and financial.
We examined FAA's software
development practices
for the 12 software
development projects
to identify
specific
systemic weaknesses.
We relied,
in part,
on information
FAA developed during its review
of software
and hardware issues.
We also relied
on our prior
reviews of FAA's management of its administrative
and management
systems to help us identify
potential
deficiencies
for further
evaluation.
Our prior
reviews included:
--"Improved
Planning and Management of Information
Development Needed," LCD-74-118, Aug. 18, 1975.

System

--"Large-Scale
Computer for Administrative
Purposes
Not Needed at FAA's Aeronautical
Center,"
letter
to
the Secretary
of Transportation,
Apr. 21, 1976.
--"Strong
Centralized
Management Needed in Computer-Based
Information
Systems," LCD-78-105, May 22, 1978.
--Our

Apr.

20, 1982,

interim

report.

We analyzed contracts,
records,
reports,
and related
information.
We interviewed
FAA officials
in (1) the Office
of Management Systems which has operational
responsibility
for most of
FAA's administrative
software
development and hardware procurement
activities,
(2) user divisions
which have key roles in software
2

development,
(3) the Aeronautical
Center's
computer facility,
which is responsible
for managing its computer hardware,
and (4)
@A's southern,
southwestern,
and central
regional
offices,
which
are located in Atlanta,
Fort Worth, and Kansas City,
respectively.
Our scope also included an assessment of ADP aspects of
information
resource management (IRM) at the Department level.
In this connection,
we held discussions
with officials
of DOT's
Office
of the Secretary
responsible
for implementing
the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980, developing
Department-wide
ADP policy,
We also
and managing the Transportation
Computer Center (TCC).
met with Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) officials
responsible for providing
guidance to Federal agencies in implementing
We conducted our field work from
the Paperwork Reduction Act.
September 1981 to April
1982 and completed additional
followup
We performed our work in accordance with
work in September 1982.
generally
accepted government audit standards.
Because we did not use a structured
sampling methodology,
we are not attempting
any statistical
projection
of our results.
The problems evident in the projects
we reviewed,
however, indicated several
systemic weaknesses which formed the basis for our
conclusions
and recommendations.
Our review of selected
software
projects
is discussed in detail
in chapter 3.

3

CHAPTER 2
FAA's INFORMATION RESOURCEPLANNING
AND DIRECTION NEED IMPROVEMENT
Planning for ADP, like other resource planning,
consists
of
an analysis
of the total
agency requirements,
a description
of
systems needed to satisfy
the requirements,
feasibility
studies
of alternatives,
and cost-benefit
analyses for each alternative
approach or system.
While recognizing
the need to update some
planning procedures,
FAA officials
in charge of information
resources have not developed a comprehensive plan because they believe that the current
ADP planning process is responsive
to FAA's
needs.
Our review shows, however, that FAA's planning
approach
has not kept pace with its growing ADP needs and has resulted
in
the development of redundant and costly
information
systems.
FM NEEDS TO ESTABLISH A
COMPREHENSIVEPLANNING PROCESS
The key to a comprehensive ADP planning process is the identification
of an organization's
overall
information
requirements.
This step was generally
omitted in early automation
efforts
because
the high cost of computer hardware usually meant that users could
afford
only a few automated software
systems.
With today's
modern
technology,
however, automated systems can economically
process
a wide range of agency information
applications
simultaneously.
The importance
of comprehensive planning to meet information
requirements
is further
emphasized in the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980.
The act formally
recognized
the significance
of an
agencywide comprehensive
information
resource management program
under the direction
of a single high-level
official.
In a May 1978 report,
A/ we concluded that FAA needed to adopt
a comprehensive planning process.
The chief of FAA's Data Systems
Management Division
told us that FAA responded to our 1978 report
by creating
a long-range
planning document and a modified Data
System and Equipment Services document which includes
current
as
well as prospective
software descriptions.
While these actions
improved certain
aspects of FAA's planning,
they do not respond
to the need for comprehensive planning.
By comprehensive requirements
planning,
we are referring
to
an agencywide process which documents the information
FAA needs
to collect
and produce, who needs to use the information,
and how
accurate
and timely it needs to be.
These general information
requirements
are independent of specific
manual and automated
information
systems intended to satisfy
these requirements.
In
this regard,
user organizations
need to identify
their
total
~ l/"Strong
Centralized
Management Needed in Computer-Based
Information
Systems," LCD-78-105, May 22, 1978.
4

requirements
by translating
mission statements
into work processes
and information
flows.
When collected
and synthesized
at the
agencywide information
requirements
then can be
agency level,
and the specific
software
identified,
priorities
established,
systems needed to satisfy
the requirements
can be identified.
This analysis
on a comprehensive basis provides a baseline
for evaluating
the existing
manual and automated information
proThe evaluation
of processes,
in turn,
provides
a basis
cesses.
for assessing
current hardware capacity
and future hardware requirements.
In other words, FAA needs a comprehensive analysis
of information requirements
to validate
its existing
software
systems and
justify
using its current
software
systems as a basis for projecting hardware requirements.
We found that FAA's planning document "Management Information
ADP Concepts and Support Plan for the 1980's" provides
a conceptual
However, it does not describe
framework for requirements
planning.
major and specific
information
requirements
and planning elements
As a result,
FAA acsuch as strategies,
tasks, and milestones.
quires computers and develops software
systems without
the benefit
of comprehensive
plans that address FAA's agencywide information
needs.
We also found that the results
of FAA's current
planning efforts
are essentially
(1) an annual compilation
of the administra! tive software
applications
presently
being processed and (2) short,
descriptive
narratives
of ongoing software
development projects.
Individual
software
development projects
are considered
on a projectprogram officials
are primarily
by-project
basis, and individual
( responsible
for analyzing
information
requirements
and initiating
Although these projects
are reviewed
) software
development projects.
at higher management levels before they are approved, the appropriateness
of decisions
on approving system development projects
' is limited
by the absence of an agencywide plan.
We were told that a comprehensive plan has not been developed
because FAA believes
that its current
planning approach is sufficient and that it is responsive
to agency needs.
FAA acknowledges
that more comprehensive planning would be desirable
but believes
it is not practicable
given real world constraints,
including
the
long lead time involved in acquiring
new systems and the need to
provide adequate computer capacity
for new systems that are currently
under development.
We did not analyze the personnel
and funding resources needed
However,
we do discuss in
to enhance FAA’s planning efforts.
chapters
3 and 4 FAA's expenditure
of funds and use of staff
to
develop and maintain
software
and acquire computer hardware without
adequate planning and justification.
We believe
that FAA could
better
utilize
its limited
staff
and funds to develop comprehensive
ADP plans and thus provide a greater
level of assurance that planned
software
development and hardware acquisitions
are actually
needed.
We further
believe
that a comprehensive planning effort
can and
5

should address anticipated
time it addresses broader

computer
needs.

capacity

Our review showed that FAA’s current
systems does not provide a reliable
basis
for several reasons,
including:

shortages

at the same

inventory
of software
for long-range
planning

--Programs,
while functionally
different,
often interact
in accomplishing
its missions.
Therefore,
these functions
need to be viewed collectively
to ensure that total
information needs are met through consolidated
systems, rather
than through a series of individually
tailored
systems.
--Existing
software
systems
basis over several years
ment information
needs.
instances,
redundant and
uneconomical use of staff

which have evolved on a piecemeal
may no longer meet FAA's manageFurther,
these systems are in some
inefficient,
resulting
in an
or computer resources.

The potential
for inefficient
and uneconomical results
in a
project-by-project
approach is illustrated
by one of FAA's ongoing
projects,
the Aviation
Safety Analysis
System.
The plans for the
system are to consolidate
approximately
30 different
aviation
safety data bases and software
systems, covering
areas such as
personnel
registration,
aircraft
certification
and tracking,
and
safety incident
identification.
The system is designed to meet the
individual
needs of 14 FAA organizations
in addition
to FAA regions
and centers.
However, the design does not take into account the
existing
component data bases and other elements of the overall
information
system.
Therefore,
any redundancy or inefficiency
existing
in the individual
data bases and systems will be incorporated into the "new" consolidated
system.
Duplication
of systems exists,
for example, in FAA's energy
management information
activities.
Specifically,
in satisfying
Executive
Order 12003 which requires
FAA to provide energy consumption data to the Department of Energy, two FAA regions have
independently
developed automated systems.
Meanwhile,
a similar
national
agencywide system has been in the initial
planning
stage
for 4 years.
The concurrent
and independent development of such
local and national
systems has resulted
in the expenditure
of duplicative
resources to analyze information
requirements
and to develop the necessary software.
To further
illustrate
this point
we found 13 financial
information
and accounting
systems have been
independently
developed by two or more regions.
Proliferation
of
systems is also a problem.
We found 42 separate financial
information needs being met by 32 local systems.
FAA can reduce the
number of systems by consolidating
financial
and accounting
systems.
Although FAA has initiated
steps to correct
the duplication
and proliferation
problems, a more concerted
effort
on an agencywide basis is required.

NEED FOR CENTRAL MANAGEMENT
DIRECTION OF INFORMATION RESOURCES
In response to its concern over inadequate management of
information
resources
in Federal agencies,
the Congress enacted
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-511) to improve
the management of these resources within
the executive
branch of
the Government.
In response to the act, DOT designated
a senior
In turn,
he
official
to be responsible
for information
resources.
has delegated
to DOT's Office
of Information
Systems and Telecommunications
Policy (OISTP) the responsibility
for carrying
out the
mandates of the act departmentwide.
for managing its
FAA, as a subunit of the DOT, is responsible
information
resources consistent
with the act's objectives.
To
discharge
these responsibilities,
FAA
--designated
the Associate
as its high-level
official

Administrator
for
for information

Administration
management;

--retained
its existing
Information
Systems Review Committee,
with the Associate Administrator
for Administration as its chairman,
to provide top management oversight
and involvement
in decisions
relating
to the review and
approval of hardware procurement
and software
development
projects:
and
--retained
its existing
Office
of Management Systems,
which over time had assumed responsibility
for many
(As indicated
information
resource management functions.
on the organization
chart on p. 8, the Director
of that
office
reports
to the Associate
Administrator
for
Administration.)
However, FAA's organizational
structure
has hampered its effectiveness
in managing information
resources as intended under
the act.
As shown in the organizational
chart on page 8, FAA's
high-level
official,
the Associate
Administrator
for Administration,
does not directly
supervise
important
information
resource
Data Services Division,
for
management activities.
The Chief,
example, who reports
to the Director
of the Aeronautical
Center
in a separate organizational
branch of FAA, supervises
over onethird
of FAA's administrative
information
resource management
staff
and is responsible
for in-house software
systems development
ijnd operation
of FAA's central
computer facility.
This arrangement
makes it difficult
for the Associate
Administrator
for Administration to coordinate
these activities
with those for which he is
girectly
responsible.
A further
complicating
factor
is the assignment of software
management functions
to the Informations
Systems Review Committee.
While the Associate
Administrator
for Administration
chairs this
committee,
its part-time
role limits
the effectiveness
of its
input on important
decisions
that need to be addressed on a
7
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full-time
of this

basis.
report.

This problem

is discussed

further

in chapter

3

Finally,
the delegation
of authority
from the Associate
Administrator
for Administration
to the Director
of the Office
of
Management Systems is not clear.
The Director
is carrying
out
information
resource functions,
including
aspects of software
management, without
a mandate clearly
spelling
out his responsibilities to do so.
Accountability
for information
resource functions
needs to be clarified.
This clarification
would also serve to
identify
responsibilities
remaining with the Associate Administrator
and make it possible
to assess whether this Administrator
can reasonably
be expected to carry out his responsibilities
for
information
resource management along with his many other functions,
including
budget, personnel,
labor relations,
space management, and accounting.
The burden on the Associate
Administrator
could be increased
further,
and become a far greater
concern,
to
the extent that this official
is also assigned information
resource management responsibilities
on FAA's mission side with
regard to automation
of air traffic
control
and communications.
Because responsibilities
for managing information
resources
are dispersed
within
FAA, key functions
are not being fully
carried
out.
FAA, for example, has not performed in-depth
reviews of hardhare acquisition
specifications,
established
and enforced standards
for software
development projects,
or developed comprehensive plans
FAA could reduce
rfor meeting agencywide information
requirements.
these problems by clarifying
and integrating
its management struc'ture for information
resources.
1CONCLUSIONS
FAA's planning
for automated management functions
has not
adequately
identified
and evaluated
its need for administrative
ADP resources.
Given its wide-ranging
and interrelated
information
requirements,
FAA needs to analyze its total
information
requirements in a comprehensive and unified
fashion to provide a basis
for preparing
a long-range
plan for directing
all resources
effiFAA is directing
its resources
ciently
and effectively.
Instead,
on a case-by-case
basis for individual
software
development projects and is relying
on an incomplete
software
base to determine
hardware acquisition
needs.

I

To improve its planning and other information
resource management activities,
FAA needs to place greater
emphasis on carrying out the objectives
of the Paperwork Reduction Act related
to
Toward this end, FAA needs
ADP management and planning
functions.
to restructure
responsibility
for all information
resource manageThe
ment activities
so that key functions
are less dispersed.
head of a single central
office
should have under his or her control
a comprehensive FAA planning process for information
resources used to address administrative
functions
and oversee
software
development and hardware acquisitions
carried
out in
accordance with the resulting
plans.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that
to:

the Secretary

of Transportation

direct

FAA

--Implement
a comprehensive planning process for information
resources,
including
ADP. This process should provide a
mechanism to (1) define information
requirements
on an
agencywide basis
and (2) establish
objectives,
strategies,
and priorities
for these requirements.
--Strengthen
and integrate
its management structure
for information
resources by placing
responsibility
for information resource management under the control
of a single
high-level
official
and by creating
clear lines of authority
to any other official
to whom aspects of information management are delegated.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPROVED SOFTWAREMANAGEMENTIS NEEDED
TO REDUCEDEVELOPMENTAND OPERATING COSTS
FAA's administrative
software
systems have not met information
needs at reasonable development and operating
costs.
We found that
software
project
management in some projects
resulted
in wasted
resources,
protracted
development schedules,
and related
management
and technical
problems.
We also found that software projects
did
not adhere to FAA's automated data system orders that promote administrative
software
development practices.
FAA has recognized
the need for sound management of its software development projects
and has established
regional
review committees
and a top-level
management committee to provide project
direction.
This latter
committee,
known as the Information
Systems
Review Committee (ISRC), is comprised of six Associate
Administratars.
It has been assigned a management and oversight
role with
respect to hardware acquisitions
and software
development efforts.
We found that the committee's
review of proposed administrative
software
projects
coming before it sometimes overlooked
critical
aspects of the proposal and did not consistently
hold the proposing
unit to FAA's existing
standards
for project
approval.
While the
committee has a potentially
valuable
strategic
planning and broad
overview role,
our review showed that direction
and oversight
of
Because the committee
project
management needs to be intensified.
functions
on a part-time
basis, we believe that its current
project
,monitoring
and management role should be assigned to a management
) office
able to provide continuous
direction
and oversight
of agency
) information
resources management efforts.
MANAGEMENTOF SOFTWARE
~ NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
The large inventory
of FAA's software
systems for administrative purposes represents
a significant
investment
of staff
resources
and operate the systems.
For exand funds to initiate,
develop,
ample, actual and estimated
costs to process changes to FAA's existing Aircraft
Management Information
System in fiscal
years 1981 and
Because of the importance
1982 exceeded $100,000 per fiscal
year.
and magnitude of software
systems, strong central
direction
and
We
found
that
FAA
has
not
provided
sufficient
oversight
is needed.
management direction
in the preparation
of requirements
analysis,
feasibility
studies,
cost-benefit
analyses,
and related
front
end
FAA
has
not
enforced
software
manageplanning activities.
Further,
Our review of projment standards
to carry out these activities.
ects showed that the current
project
management approach hampers
and manage software
activities
in
FAA's efforts
to plan, develop,
a consistent
and uniform mannerThe authority
shared by a review

and responsibility
over software
systems are
committee,
the Office
of Management Systems,
11

other offices,
and individuals.
As a result,
no single office
is
held accountable
for all software
management functions
and FAA
is not effectively
providing
uniform and overall
management direction for individual
software
projects
and agencywide software
functions.
Requirements
and definition

identification

Requirements
identification
and definition
is the cornerstone of software
system development because the user's requirements for automated information
are identified
in this phase.
The output from the analysis
is a statement of information
requirements
that become inputs to the system design process.
Requirements
should be sufficiently
defined in this stage so
that subsequent refinements
do not materially
affect
project
schedules or costs.
In the projects
we reviewed,
this standard
was not consistently
applied or achieved.
The Air Traffic
Controller
Health Information
System project
is one example that demonstrates
the effects
of not following
software
development standards.
The user division,
which had
management responsibility
for the software
project
in the early
stages, did not perform a thorough analysis
and definition
of
its information
needs because its staff
believed
that its needs
were well known, making a rigorous
study unnecessary.
In July
1979, therefore,
FAA prepared a feasibility
study which showed
that an existing
automated medical system used at a Baltimore,
Maryland,
hospital
could be adopted with relatively
minor modifications.
Based on this study, the ISRC approved the request to
modify the existing
system.
However, by May 1981, after
expending
more than $200,000 for modifications,
FAA determined
that the
system could not meet its needs because it was a clinically
oriented
pediatrics
system for diagnostic
work rather
than a data capture
and analysis
system needed by FAA. The contract
was subsequently
amended to provide more than $200,000 in additional
funding to
systematically
define information
requirements
and develop a new
system.
In this instance,
FAA did not enforce a policy objective
contained
in FAA Order 1370.52A calling
for an information
requirements study to precede the feasibility
analysis
because it believed
a full
analysis
was unnecessary.
However, longstanding
information
systems development principles,
which are validated
by examples
such as this,
hold that information
system requirements
can rarely
be adequately
defined by intuitive
judgments such as the user
division
made in this case.
Therefore,
FAA should adhere to its
policy
calling
for an analysis
of information
requirements.
The Air Traffic
Operational
Error Deviation
Information
System
project
is an example that illustrates
the effect
of not adequately
managing the requirements
analysis
process.
In August 1979, at
the request of the Air Traffic
Service,
an analyst reviewed and
evaluated
the potential
for improving
the existing
system.
According to the analyst,
the project
was not reviewed by the ISRC because the Office
of Management Systems classified
it as a system
12

modification
project
rather than a system development project.
(FM policy
does not require
committee approval of system modification projects.)
We found, however, that FAA revised the basic data
changed the system requirements.
collection
form which, in effect,
In March 1980 the Office
of Management Systems awarded the first
of two contracts
for a formal system requirements
analysis
and feasibility
study.
The resulting
three studies consisted
of:
--An October
feasibility,

1980 study of system requirements
costing $61,000.

--A July 1981 study
using an in-house

and

to develop a system design proposal
minicomputer,
costing $31,000.

--A December 1981 study to examine the feasibility
of
using the DOT Computer Center and develop a system design
proposal
for that alternative,
costing $18,000.
After the first
of these three studies,
the Office
of Management Systems reclassified
the system as a major new development
project
and submitted
it to the ISRC for review and approval in
February 1981.
By this time project
costs had already been incurred.
Ultimately,
the Office
of Management Systems decided
against
implementing
the contractor's
two proposed designs.
It
determined
that (1) the Air Traffic
Service was still
unable to
,define and articulate
its information
requirements
and (2) the
complexity
of the design proposals
far exceeded the Air Traffic
!Service's
requirements
to the extent they were known.
;Feasibility
cost-benefit

studies and
analyses

I
Feasibility
studies and cost-benefit
analyses are closely
Iassociated
with requirements
analysis.
One of their
objectives
#is to establish
that the identified
requirements
can be satisfied
with existing
technology
or knowledge.
Another purpose is to
'develop reasonable alternatives
for meeting the requirements
and
to compare estimated
costs with the value of the expected benefits.
Our review shows that FAA needs to improve its management
analyof these studies
and analyses.
For example, a cost-benefit
sis of FAA's Energy Management Information
System was only partially
completed.
Although FAA spent an estimated
$60,000 for the
initial
requirements
and feasibility
studies,
including
costbenefit
analysis,
no quantifiable
benefits
have been established
Without quantifying
the
for the new approved automated system.
benefits,
FAA is not in a position
to determine whether the
selected
system alternative
would yield the greatest
benefits.
Another example that illustrates
the effect
of an incomplete
cost-benefit
analysis
is the development of the Instrument
Approach
A cost-benefit
study prepared
Procedures Automation
System (IAPA).
by a contractor
did not contain estimates
of items costing over $1
million.
These costs were identified
by the Office
of Management
13

Systems several months after
the study
contractor.
These costs include
--$398,800

for

the predevelopmental

was received
portion

from the

of the

study;

--$200,000
for software development of the Terminal Enroute
Procedures System, a system which prescribes
standardized
methods in designing
instrument
flight
procedures:
--$198,100
for leasing minicomputers
the development phase:
--$71,800
tation

for computer
evaluations:

hardware

training

--$66,200
for software modifications
the contractor-developed
software
--$100,000

for

project

and terminals

during

and postimplemen-

required
to convert
to FAA's computer:
and

management time

and travel

expenses.

FAA's evaluation
which disclosed
these errors occurred
several
months after
a contract
was awarded to proceed with development.
We found that the ISRC had only considered
the contractor's
executive summary of its cost-benefit
study which did not disclose
the
basis for total
costs.
Although we are not in a position
to state
whether the final
decision would have been changed, the ISRC should
have obtained the contractor's
detailed
analysis
of costs and benefits
and should have had the analysis
reviewed by the Office
of
Management Systems.
Cost collection

and control

Accurate and complete cost collection
is fundamental
to making
management decisions
on whether to continue,
terminate,
or make
changes to development projects.
Our review shows that FAA's project managers generally
did not have cost information
readily
available and, even when they obtained the information
at our request,
it varied greatly
from project
to project
in terms of accuracy and
completeness.
We found, for example, that virtually
no cost data was available for the Energy Management Information
System project.
Although
we located one document in the project
manager's file
that showed
a cost of $60,000, support for this figure
did not exist in the
official
project
file.
Further,
the project
manager told us that
it would be impossible
to reconstruct
expenditures
for the project.
Inadequate cost control
procedures were also used in automating FAA's Uniform Accounting System (UAS).
In October 1980 FAA
estimated
that one-time costs to design, develop, and implement
UAS would total
about $5.2 million,
with design and development
costs alone accounting
for about $2.2 million.
The UAS project
manager, however, told us in December 1981 that FAA had not tracked

14

cumulative
estimates

costs against its initial
estimates
and that complete
of actual costs would be difficult
to produce.

We also found that FAA's Order 1370.52A requiring
cost data
to be reported
for management review is unclear.
The order requires that a quarterly
project
cost report
be prepared for those
projects
subject
to a monthly status reporting
requirement.
The
order,
however, does not specify how or by whom the cost inforin practice
the order calling
mation will be reviewed.
Moreover,
For example,
for this requirement
is not uniformally
enforced.
we were told that monthly cost reporting
is currently
required
for
only 4 of the approximately
18 ongoing system development projects.
The Chief of the Data Systems Management Division
told us in
September 1982 that the project
manager on each project
is responsible for tracking
costs and that the cost review process follows
the general project
review procedures
established
by the project
He said that the Office
of
manager's organizational
element.
Management Systems, which provides project
managers for most system
reviewed project
costs at the office
director
development projects,
level on a monthly basis and that all projects
were included
Nevertheless,
our review showed that FAA has not
in this review.
developed a standard,
systematic
approach for ensuring that all
costs are collected
and consistently
reviewed for every project.
CONCLUSIONS
The problems illustrated
by the examples cited in this chapter
demonstrate
that FAA needs to strengthen
fundamental
elements of
systems development project
management.
Several of the projects
we reviewed had a history
of inadequacies
in requirements
analysis,
cost-benefit
analysis,
and cost collection
feasibility
studies,
We believe that these problems could be avoided if
and control.
FAA strengthened
its management direction
and control
by shifting
software
management responsibilities
from the committee to a central management office.
The committee has an appropriate
role in
periodically
reviewing
projects
for consistency
in meeting the
needs of various interests
reflected
in committee membership and
could be retained
for that purpose.
However, this committee
cannot and should not be expected to provide continuous
management
direction
for all software
activities,
primarily
because its parttime role limits
the effectiveness
of its input on important
deciWe believe
sions that need to be addressed on a full-time
basis.
that an office
of the type recommended in chapter 2 could provide
the continuous
management direction
and control.
This office
should also be responsible
for establishing
and enforcing
standards
for project
management and reviewing
work performed on individual
software
projects.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that

the Secretary

to:
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of Transportation

direct

FAA

--Shift
software
management responsibilities
from the
Information
Systems Review Committee to a central
office
of the type we recommend in chapter 2.
--Require
user organizations
of requirements,
feasible
as a basis for approving

to prepare a thorough analysis
alternatives,
and cost-benefits
software development projects.

--Implement
standard cost collection
and control
procedures
for software
projects
and establish
a control
mechanism
to trigger
management reviews of high-cost
variances.
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CHAPTER4
ALTERNATIVES IN FAA HARDWAREACQUISITIONS
HAVE NOT BEEN FULLY CONSIDERED
On April
20, 1982, we issued an interim
report
l/ addressing,
FAA's plan to procure computers for its Aeroamong other issues,
nautical
Center,
located in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, and its reIn that
gional offices,
at an estimated
cost of about $24 million.
report
we stated that FAA's procurement
actions
should be canceled
because they would result
in excess capacity
at the Aeronautical
Center and the regions.
Based on our report
the House and Senate
Appropriations
Committees denied $1.65 million
in fiscal
year 1983
The
Congress
did,
funds for the Aeronautical
Center procurement.
however, approve FAA's request that it be permitted
to reprogram
fiscal
year 1983 funds from other sources to lease, rather than
purchase,
a computer for its Aeronautical
Center.
On June 23, 1982, DOT forwarded a letter
to the Chairman of
the House Government Operations
Committee in response to our report
and included FAA's detailed
comments on our recommendations.
We
evaluated
these comments and in a July 1982 briefing
informed the
House Appropriations
Committee that this evaluation
did not lead
us to change our views on the matters
discussed in our April
20,
1982, report.
We also stated that the agency's response does not
justify
the need for additional
computer capacity
at the Aeronautical
Center.
Our detailed
response to the FAA and DOT comments
is provided
in appendix II.
Our April
1982 report
also discussed DOT's consideration
of
options
to the Aeronautical
Center procurement,
including
the alternative
of shifting
part of the data processing
workload of the
Aeronautical
Center to the Department's
Transportation
Computer
Center (TCC) located in Washington,
D.C.
The other procurement,
calling
for minicomputers
in FAA's reis
continuing
as
planned.
FAA
expects
to complete
gional offices,
the installation
of these minicomputers
in the near future.
Because no significant
changes have occurred with respect to the
regional
computer procurement
since the discussion
of it in our
April
report,
we do not address it in detail
in this chapter.
Our position,
the agencies'
comments, and our evaluation
of their
comments are contained
in appendix II.
To place these two procurements
in perspective,
we note that
the control
of DOT's total
administrative
computer capacity
will
shift
dramatically.
Previously,
TCC housed (under DOT's control)
about 80 percent of DOT's combined administrative
computer capacity.
of the Federal Aviation
-l/"Examination
the National
Airspace System--Interim
Apr. 20, 1982.
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Administration's
Plan for
Report,"
AFMD-82-66,

After
the regional
and Aeronautical
Center procurements
have been
completed,
the total
amount of administrative
computer capacity
available
within
DOT will have more than doubled.
Further,
FAA
will have assumed control
of approximately
two-thirds
of DOT's
total
administrative
computer capacity.
Our review disclosed
that
DOT's planning has not kept pace with or accounted for this shift
in computer resource control
and accountability.
DOT'S REVIEW
------OF THE AERONAUTICAL
CENTER
PROCUREMENT
-_-.Under the Paperwork Reduction Act and Office
of Management
and Budget directives,
DOT is responsible
for guiding agency
planning
efforts
and coordinating
information
resource management
on a departmentwide
basis.
While DOT has allowed FAA to manage
its own ADP resources,
it retained
responsibility
for approving
FAA's major ADP procurements.
While our April 1982 report
on the need for additional
computer capacity
at FAA's Aeronautical
Center was in preparation,
DOT completed a study of the option of having FAA shift
part of
the Aeronautical
Center's
workload to TCC. DOT's study concluded
that the option of shifting
FAA workload to TCC was not feasible.
Our review of the study, however, raises questions
about whether
DOT fully
evaluated
this option in light
of the short time available for the study and the limited
information
available
to DOT
at that time.
TCC is a large computer facility
that has two high-capacity
computer systems.
These computer systems service DOT's constituent
agencies on a demand basis,
and the associated
costs are allocated
to the user.
TCC has significant
unused capacity.
The FAA has
its own central
facility
at the Aeronautical
Center and rarely
uses
the computer systems at TCC.
Our review of DOT's study showed that its analyses of costs
~ and benefits
and the quality
of its results
were constrained
by
~ the short time available
for the study.
We discussed DOT's approach to the study with the Chief of the Management Systems Division of DOT's Office
of Information
Systems and Telecommunications
Policy and with senior computer analysts
who prepared the study.
These officials
told us that the imminence of the procurement
action did not allow sufficient
time to consider other alternatives which may have proven more cost effective
from a long-term
~ departmentwide
perspective.
The analysts
told us that the short
i time frame precluded
a substantive
review of the study's
underlying
~ assumptions and analyses.
Because of the importance
of this pro~ curement, we believe
that DOT should have performed a more complete
~ analysis
of feasible
alternatives
before proceeding with FAA's
procurement
actions.
Our review further
indicated
that DOT based its study on information
of doubtful
validity
supplied by TCC, with the result
that TCC's workload projections
were overstated.
TCC based its
18

analysis
on unvalidated
requirements
and a series of estimates
based on limited
information.
For example, TCC based its estimates
of workload growth in the next 2 years on rough projections
of user
demand, workload that had not been approved for transfer
to TCC,
and workload that included inactive
software
projects.
In making
these estimates,
TCC projected
that workload resulting
from using
a data base management system would quadruple in the next 2 years.
This increase would account for 59 percent of TCC's identified
1983
daytime or prime shift
increase and about 41 percent of its total
1983 increase.
TCC's data base management system, however, was
still
being tested at the time of the study and the utilization
rate was projected
based on TCC's expectations.
Consequently,
DOT's current
decisions
to process future workload on the TCC computers are constrained
by speculative
projections
and incomplete
analysis
of future
workload requirements.

:

I
(
)
I
1

TCC also projected
that its workload would increase when the
Federal Railroad Administration
transferred
workload to TCC,
workload that is currently
processed by commercial timesharing
services.
However, the projections
were not based on approved
transfers.
Moreover, TCC ultimately
received a very small segment
of the projected
workload.
TCC's rough estimates
of the resource
requirements
for this workload accounted for about 11 percent of
TCC's total
projected
increase
for 1983.
However, the Chief of
DOT's ADP Management Systems Division
told us in May 1982 that the
Federal Railroad
Administration
had not approved the workload for
transfer
and was still
analyzing
other alternatives.
Also, the
Federal Railroad
Administration
analyst
responsible
for assessing
the proposed transfer
told us that three of the seven systems proposed for transfer
(representing
17 percent of the projected
workload) were inactive
and, therefore,
would not represent
a valid
the Federal Railroad
processing
requirement
for TCC. Subsequently,
Adminstration
decided to transfer
only one of the systems to TCC.
This system represented
one-fourth
of TCC's original
workload estimate for the Federal Railroad Administration
in 1983.
To compensate for DOT's uncertainty
in its workload estimates,
TCC projected
a 5-percent
overall
workload growth in the first
in the second year, and 15-percent
in each of the
year, lo-percent
next 2 years.
These estimates
were based on prior
analyses of TCC
workload patterns,
workload yet to be converted
from an older computer system at TCC, and the general experience
of TCC's technical
staff.
Such estimates
are highly
speculative
and are inadequate
for decisionmaking
on current
and future
computer requirements.
In addition
to overstating
TCC's projected
workload,
DOT minimized the significance
of the excess computer capacity
at TCC.
TCC's status,
as of February 1982, showed that it had over four
times the processing
capacity
of the Aeronautical
Center based on
machine specifications.
At the same time, according to TCC's operating
records,
less than 20 percent of it's
capacity
was being
utilized.
In a March 1982 study prepared for DOT, TCC projected
that about 45 percent of its available
Central Processing Unit
Based on this projection,
we
capacity
would be unused in 1983.
19
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believe
the Center's
computer
absorbing new FAA workload.

capacity

is currently

adequate

for

The same study projected
that TCC's unused capacity
would decrease to about 16 percent by 1986.
DOT has used this
projection
as a basis for concluding
that TCC might not be able to handle
FAA's workload beginning in 1986.
The projection
of the 1986 workload for TCC is not, however, a sound reason for rejecting
the option of shifting
some of the Aeronautical
Center's
workload to TCC
at this time.
Shifting
the workload could be economical in the
interim
period during which the current
procurement
action could
be deferred
for the Aeronautical
Center until
a comprehensive
requirements
analysis
is completed.
Also, TCC's computer capacity
could be expanded in future years to handle increasing
FAA workloads either
by modifying
existing
computer equipment or by procuring new equipment or outside computer services
if TCC's computer
capacity
were to approach the generally
acceptable
utilization
level.
We believe
that these deficiencies
in DOT's study, the lack
of time to assess the study's
assumptions,
the overstatement
of
TCC's projected
workload,
and questionable
conclusions
on TCC's
projected
excess capacity
indicate
that DOT did not fully
consider
the alternative
of shifting
FAA workload to TCC. Without fully
considering
this alternative,
DOT was not on strong ground in
allowing
FAA to proceed with the procurement.
I

THE ABSENCE OF A DEPARTMENTWIDECOMPUTER
CAPACITY AND WORKLOADMANAGEMENT
PROGRAM
We found that because DOT has not established
a departmentwide computer capacity
and workload management program it had limited information
for assessing FAA's major ADP acquisitions.
A
uniform workload measurement policy
and procedure needs to be applied on a departmentwide
basis, but the DOT does not have such
a policy.
Without it,
DOT cannot accurately
assess FAA's workload
information.
Further,
DOT needs to know more about the operational
compatibility
of its various computers.
The Chief of DOT's ADP Management
Systems Division
within
the Office
of Information
Systems and Telecommunications
Policy,
told us that his goal was to achieve computer
operational
compatibility
within
DOT, but that DOT did not have
a long-range
plan which articulated
specific
management objectives
or a timetable
for achieving
this goal.
Although work on formulating a policy
was started
in 1981, he said that the study was interrupted because of budget constraints
and higher priority
projects,
such as FAA's air traffic
control
system planning.
DOT indicated
its intention
to take steps to improve
Recently,
departmentwide
coordination
of computer usage.
The Director,
Office
of Information
Systems and Telecommunication
Policy,
told
us that DOT has not had a major role in overseeing
information
resource management at the agency level.
He said that,
as of
20

October 1982, top level DOT management had directed
that his office
We believe
exercise more leadership
and direction
in this area.
that this change in emphasia is a good first
step in achieving
a
coherent
information
resource management policy.
However, the
Director
told us that he had not prepared a specific
program to
comply with DOT's directive.
In preparing
departmentwide
policies
and programs,
DOT needs to provide sufficient
scope and specific
guidelines
for establishing
computer capacity
and workload management objectives
and a timetable
for their
completion.
We did not analyze the personnel
and funding resources
needed
to enhance DOT's planning efforts.
However, we do discuss in
this chapter that,
with DOT's approval,
FAA is expending funds
and using staff
to acquire computer hardware without
adequate
planning and justification.
We believe
that,
like FAA, DOT could
better
utilize
its limited
staff
and funds to develop departmentwide computer capacity
and workload management programs,
and thus
provide a greater
level of assurance that planned hardware acquisitions
are actually
needed.
CONCLUSIONS
FM is pursuing the procurement
of a new computer for its
Aeronautical
Center although it has not properly
planned for and
Likewise,
DOT
justified
the need for this additional
capability.
has not fully
assessed other alternatives
for meeting this requirement.
Because DOT did not completely
review one of the possible
the need for the procurement
cannot be fully
justialternatives,
fied.
In addition,
our review shows that DOT needs a computer
capacity
and workload management program to review its total
requirements
and capabilities
and determine how individual
user information
needs can best be met.
This program should establish
a departmentwide
system for allocating
information
resources
as
well as standards
for measuring performance
and utilization.
It
should also require
that FAA make use of any suitable
computer
capacity
available
elsewhere in DOT before acquiring
new capacity
of its own.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Secretary
of Transportation
direct
the
Assistant
Secretary
for Administration
to develop a departmentwide
computer capacity
and workload management program.
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Congrefatof thelllilnfteb%btated
kouteof i%Qttitntaff bti
GOVERNMENT

COMMITTEE
IIAV~~CI M-

ACTIVIYIES AND TRANSPORYATION
SUIcoMMlTrEE
OfM
ON GOVERNMENT
ONRATIONS
owta
wummo.
noou hw0.u
wMwNoToM.
me I*11

September

29,

1981

Mr. Milton
J. Socolar
Acting
Cr.z+troller
General
U. S. General
Accounting
Office
441 G Street
2.11.
Washington,
D.C. 20548
Dear Mr.

Socolar:

The Government
Operations
Comnittee's
Report
on Air Traffic
Control
Computer Failures,
House Report No. 97-137.
June 11, 1981, directs
that
GAO review
FAA's planning,
management,
and acqufsition
of automated
Informatlon
systems for air 'traffic
control
and FAA management
purposes.
The
report,
which is based on a study by this
subcommittee,
also directed
GAO
to report
Its findings,
conclusions,
and recommendations
no later
than
October
1982.
Since the review
will
encompass areas of concern
to both the full
comnlttee
and this
subcomnittee,
It has been agreed that issues
concerning
the National
Air Space Control
System ~111 be reported
separately
to this
rubcomnlttee,
and that those concerning
automated
information
systems,
lnformation resource
management
and management
information
systems,
will
be reported
to the full
committee.
Some of

the

proposed

FAA systems

of

particular

concern

to

the

subcomnlttee

are:
Beacon Collision
Avoidance
System (BCAS).
Flight
Service
Station
(FSS)
Program,
Discrete
Address
Beacon System (DABS), Microwave
Landing
System (MLS),
Very High Frequency
Dmni-Range/Tactical
Air Navigation
System,
Airport
Survelllance
Radar,, Approach
Landing System Improvements,
Air Route Survkillance
Radar, Low-Level
Wind Shear Alerting
System,
Voice Switching
and Control
System, Electronic
Tatular
Display
Sub-system
(ETABS).
the Air.Trhffic
Control
Computer Replacement
Program,
Air Traffic
and Advisory
Resolution
Service
(ATARS), En Route Mlnimum Safe Altitude
Warning
(EMSAW), En Route'Metering
(EMS). Conflict
Free Clearances
(CRC), Automated
Flight
Pl,annlng
(AFP),
Integrated
Flow Management System (IFMS).
and Threat
Alert
and Collision
Avofdance
System (TCAS).
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Mr. Hilton
September
Page Two

J. SocO~W
29, 1981

Because of the need to ensure
the air safety
of the traveling
public
and FAA's demonstrated
inability
to plan and manage even the simplest
of
projects,
1 request
that this subcommittee
be briefed
regularly
so that
problems needing
insnediate
action
can be called
to FAA's attention
and
resolved
or, if necessary,
hearings
held.
The Administrator
of FAA has said that his decisions
and planning
will
be made on a national
airspace
system perspective
rather
than on a system-bysysten basis.
I have heard these promises
before
from other
administrators
and FAA civil
servants.
Consequently,
I request
that your work in the areas
of plrnning,
management
ani' acrgisiticn
be a broad system type revic.:.
I zlso
see that a hlgb level
composite
report
summarizing
and including
information
frc.. ~11 the ether
reports
k,ii;
be needed by triis subcormnittee.
Ye look forward
With best wishes.
I

to working

am,

with

you

and your

staff

Sincerely,

/

JOHN L. BUi3TON
Chairrran

JLB:UDG:cm
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THE DEPARTMENTOF TRANSPORTATION'S
COMMENTSON OUR APRIL 20, 1982, REPORT
AND OUR EVALUATION

At the request of the House Government Operations
Committee,
on April
20, 1982, we issued an interim
report entitled
"Examination of the Federal Aviation
Administration's
plan for the National
Airspace System--Interim
Report."
The report addressed automated systems for air traffic
control
as well as administrative
and management purposes and concluded that two acquisitions--the
procurement
for administrative
purposes of computers for FAA's (1)
Aeronautical
Center and (2) regional
offices--were
not adequately
based on clearly
defined information
requirements,
evaluation
of
alternatives,
and cost-benefit
analyses.
The report recommended
canceling
both procurement
actions.
In a letter
to the Chairman, House Committee on Government
Operations,
dated June 23, 1982, DOT disagreed with our recommendation to cancel the Aeronautical
Center and regional
office
computer
In summary, DOT stated that the technical
procurements.
data made
available
to our auditors
did not support our report's
findings,
conclusions,
and recommendations.
Our conclusion
was based on a full
review of the technical
information
provided by DOT and FAA and on additional
technical
data obtained
from literature
searches,
numerous interviews
with
DOT and FAA staff
and management, and other sources.
In several
instances,
as our April
1982 report points out, the technical
data
provided by FAA to support the procurements'
specifications
was
not supported by data that we could independently
verify.
The
data was not verifiable
because the projections
made by the agency
In other
were not supported by detailed
analyses and evaluations.
instances,
our analysis
of the data supplied led us to a different
conclusion
than that reached by FAA. Therefore,
we do not agree
with DOT's analysis.
We agree that FAA may benefit
from more modern computer equipment at its regions and the Aeronautical
Center.
Our fundamental
concern is that the procurement
actions DOT and FAA have initiated
will have a long-term
impact on the management information
support
available
throughout
FAA. Consequently,
it is important
that FAA
put the best possible planning
into these procurements.
However, we cannot accept DOT's position
that FAA has determined its total
information
requirements.
Although FAA has established a framework for planning,
specific
planning actions have
not taken place.
FAA's existing
information
systems have evolved
over many years as a result
of individual
project-by-project
planning and implementation.
These systems, which form the basis for
computer procurements,
constitute
an extensive
grouping of independent software
systems and data bases which FAA is now attempting
As a result,
to integrate
by adding additional
software
systems.
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FAA identified
the need for a very large computer
believe that FAA needs to step back and review its
tion requirements
apart from its existing
systems
This would help FAA
with any procurement
action.
tunities
to:

capability.
We
total
informabefore it proceeds
identify
oppor-

--State
its overall
information
needs in terms
of accuracy,
completeness,
and timeliness.
information
documents.

--Meet

--Minimize
--Update

redundant

needs not addressed

of the level

in current

requirement

software.

old or inefficient

procedures

and techniques.

DOT also stated that its planning process recognizes
the need
to consider all of the alternatives
suggested in our April
1982
that FAA's requirements
and capabilireport,
as well as others:
ties are reflected
in DOT's plan: and that FAA participated
in and
We agree with
contributed
to ADP service
center workload studies.
DOT's observations.
However, DOT's long range planning has not
progressed
to the point where it provides a basis for addressing
the decisions
concerning
FAA's regional
and Aeronautical
Center
computer procurements.
We reviewed DOT's most recent long-range
In general,
DOT's plan summarizes
plan, dated June 15, 1982.
available
departmentwide
ADP resources
and specific
plans of its
individual
subunits,
including
FAA. However, it does not analyze
these plans, nor does it provide direction
for improving overall
ADP resources.
DOT's plan recognizes
the need to improve its planning process by refining
its content and by critically
evaluating
These
agency submissions based on a review of the underlying
data.
are the same needs we identified
in our review.
DOT's entire
of this appendix.
tailed
evaluation

response is included
in the following
sections
We have also included
in this appendix our deof DOT's and FAA's responses.
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The Honorable
Jack
Brooks
Chairman,
Committee
on
Government
Operations
House
of Representatives
Washington,
D. C.
20515
Dear

Mr.

Chairman:

This
is our final
reply
to the General
Accounting
Office
(GAO)
letter
dated
April
27, 1982, to the Secretary
of Transportation,
on the Federal
Aviation
Administration’s
(FAA1
planning,
management,
and
use
of
computer
technology
and
related
automatic
data
processing
resources.
This
is in
l cwrdance
with Section
236 of the Legislative
Reorganization
Act of 1970.
After
review
of ail the
information
made
available
to the
auditors,
we
concluded
that
the GAO
recommendations
to cancel
the
procurements
for
the FAA
regional
computer
systems
and the Aeronautical
Center
are not
The
supported
by the technical
data
provided
to the
GAO
study
team.
enclosure
to this
letter
provides
information
concerning
specific
GAO
findings
and conclusions.
The
GAO
report
further
recommended
that
FAA conduct
a comprehensive
FAA has determined
its total
adminisinformation
requirements
analysis.
trative
information
requirements.
We will continue
to refine
our planning
process
to more
specifically
delineate
identification
and
prioritization
of
future
software
applications.
The final
recommendation
in the GAO report
concerns
long-range
planning
and the consideration
of various
alternatives
for meeting
data
processing
requirements.
The Departmental
planning
process
recogoties
the need
consider
all of the alternatives
suggested
by GAO,
as well
as others,
utilize
data
processing
and
telecommunications
order
to
effectively
capabilities
across
the
Department.
FAA’s
requirements
and
capabilities
are reflected
in the plan and FAA has participated
in and contributed
Departmental
ADP
serv-ice
center
workload
studies
conducted
to try
identify
viable
alternatives
for shifting
workloads.
I am confident
that
correct
management
regional
computers
coordinated
closely
acquisition
process.

the Department
and the FAA followed
process
leading
to the
procurement
Aeronautical
Center
and
the
with
the
Office
of the
Seccretary
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The d&ailed
provided
in

information
the enclosure.

I promised
If we

you in my letter
can further
assist

know.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

27

of June
1, 1982,
you,
please
let

is
US
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FM’S

COMIENTS

ON GAO REPORT

ENTITLED
‘EXAMINATION

OF TRE FEDERAL

AVIATION

ADMINISTRATION’S

PLAN FOR TEE NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM Dated April
PRO-NT

20, 1982

OF tXKPUTERS
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
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LXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

The Geacrrl Accounting
Office
(GAO) 18 deferring
coaclusloa8
8nd rcccmmtndatlons
in the air traffic
control
8re8 until
~11 field
work ir caopltttd.
This analysis,
therefore,
only addresses
that
portion
of, the report
cwtrlng
the procurantnt
of
computers
for m8nagtmtnt
and l dministrrtivt
purposes and top management’s
involotmtnt
therein
(rpptadlxts
VI and VII of the report).
The report
rts~cr that FM’m action8
to procure new computer
system
for mahegemtnt
rnd rdministrstivt
purports
at Its Hike Honronty Aeronautical
Center (MC) and
CA0 recommend6
regional
offices
ert
not properly
planned,
justified,
or managed.
Iht FM analysis
develops
the substantive
that
the procurements
be canctlltd.
lesute
raised by ,GAO through
compilation
of the detailed
GAO statements
dispersed
throughout
its report.
As FM sets them, the issues art as follows:

Issut

1.

Improper

Issut

2.

&nchmarking

Issut

3.

Information

Issue

4.

Exctselve

Issue

5.

FM

Issue

6.

Inadequate
Steering

Top Management
Gmnittet

Issue

7.

Individual
t48nagtmtnt

Software

Irrut

8.

Cost/Benefit

Each Isrut
PM

response,

replscaatnts

Sptciflcatlons/Sizing
Not

Technique

Used

Conducttd

Requlremtnts
Capacity

Did Not Explore

Studies

Is analyzed
separately
including
specific
uhtn l ppropri8tt.

Not Fully

Being

Dtfined

Acquired

Altcrnativts
Involvement

Have Fragmented

Projects
art

in

Not Always

8hoving

responses

Made

first
the CA0 cmmtnts,
on tht MC and region81

then the
cmputtr

In summary, w find no valid hsis
for tht GAO’s flndfngs,
concluslon8,
and
rtcamtnd8
tlonr . tar the most part,
ut found the detailtd
GAO 8tstmtnts
fo
be iocmplttc
and incorrect.
In this
rcsptct,
the GAO comments
are not
supported
by the technic81
dtta
FM gtvc
to the GAO.
The report
contains
risintrrprctations
8nd cmls8ion8
of data.
In addition,
th CA0 camtnts
and
conclu8ions
l ppur
to contradict
urlltr
CA0 rcport8,
existing
Federal
Rocurtetnt
kgulatlarr
(?PR8), ltdtral
Infomation
Rocc88ing
Staadarde,
Office
of Hanrgtmtnt
and Budget (OMB) guidance,
a8 ~11 a8 indurtry
standards
end practlcu.
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ANALYSIS OF GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO) CDMMENTSON PROCDREKRNT
OFCOMPUTERS
PORHANAGEMENT
AND ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES
XSSUE 1:
CA0

Improper

Specifications/Sizing

Technique

Used

Comment 8 :

Comments Concerning
Mike Honroney Aeronautical
Processing
Unit (CPU) Replacement :

Center

(MC)

Central

1.

Federal Aviation
Administration
(FAA) unrealistically
projected
future
system workload.,
The Request f;r Proposals
(RFP) specifies
a mandatory
processing
requirement
of 10 tt 13 million
instructions
per second
(MIPS) to process workload
during the 8-year life
cycle.
(Page 49)

2.

Numerous studies
in industry
publications
have proved that MIPS ratings
lack reliability
because, instead
of measuring
throughput
(processing
efficiency
of a total
system configuration),
they merely measure the
internal
speed of the CPU. (Page 50)

Comments Concerning

Regional

Replacement

did not specify
a processing
(Page 52)
llysteme.

3.

FM

4.

Only the processing
(Page 53)

capability

Computer

requirement
of

the

CPUwas

Systems :
in its
not

RQP for

these

specified.

Response : Federal Procurement
Regulations
(PPRs) l-4.1109-10
state
that
functional
specifications
are the preferred
method of expressing
agency
requirements
and these regulations (l-4.1109-11)
also allow use of equipment
performance
rpecif
ications.
Further,
even though these acquisitions
are
outside
the scope of Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular
A-109,
Major Systems Acquisition,
it is in the spirit
of A-109 to use functional
specifications
to foster
contractor
innovation
in meeting Government

requiranentr.
GAO Evaluation:
FAA's exclusive
use of equipment performance
specifications
rather
than functional
specifications
resulted
in an improper specification
and sizing technique
for the
Aeronautical
Center and regional
office
procurements.
The
essential
point is not whether equipment specifications
are
al lowed,
as FAA asserts,
but that Federal Procurement Regulations do not intend that equipment specifications
be substituted for functional
specifications
for such procurements.
Functional
specifications
define the ADP mission needs to be
satisfied.
These needs are described
in such terms as data
output and its intended uses, data input,
data files
and
record content,
volumes of data, processing
frequencies,
and
desired
timing.
Equipment performance
specifications,
on the
other hand, describe minimum user output requirements
in such
terms as the amount of data to be stored in computer memory
or processed within
a given time, and the number of lines that
must be printed
over a given time.
Equipment specifications
also include operational
reliability,
supplemented with hardware factors
such as computing speed, magnetic tape read and
write
speed, and printer
speed.
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Government regulations
provide clear guidance in the use of
various
specifications
for computer acquisitions.
For example, Federal Procurement Regulations,
FPR l-4.1102-13,
states:
'I* * * when applied to the functional
specifications,
[equipment performance
specifications]
provide a quantitative
measure of the operating
time and capacity
required
to process the applications
[or software
systems] involved
on that equipment."
Additional
Government
curement Regulations,

criteria
is set
FPR l-4.1109-10,

forth in Federal
which states:

Pro-

II* * * The functional
specification
may be augmented with
equipment characteristics
and elements of performance
when necessary to reflect
the user's needs."
These criteria
states:

are underscored

by FPR l-4.1109-11,

which

"If functional
specifications
cannot be used to describe
the User's complete requirement,
other types set forth
below may be used. * * *
(a) Equipment performance
(Emphasis supplied.)

specifications

* * *;I'

According to Federal Procurement Regulations,
FAA should have
stated its needs in the form of functional
specifications
and
to complete the description
of
added equipment specifications
Federal regulations
intend that agency officials
its needs.
will
conduct sufficient
planning and analysis
to define functional
requirements.
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Aeronautical Center.
For the MC CPU acquiritlon,
GAO’6 basic contention
10 tht HIPSir not a proper riting tool. Thlr contention ir not correct
when you qualify
the uad of MIPS to 8 certain
clam of CPU8. In the FM'9
c88e, the use of MIPS 18 very prudent as we art talking
about en International
(IBM) code canpatiblt
CPU rpecifping
the number of channels,
memory 8izt,
oparating
8y8tem, and ptripheml
dtvlccr.
mt8t
Aho, the
rpecificr
the use of HIPS a very exacting
rlrlng
technique.
rlring
of prerent
and future workload in MIPS becanto a very rtliablt
methodology
becauu
of the IBM code-compatible
factor.
Buriner8
channel

Machine

rpttd,
make

A8 further

proof
of therr
rtatemtntr,
ml1 major vendors bidding
on the
Ttmt
MIPS rater are taken
caputtr
molicltrtlar
hmre rubmitttd
?lIPS rattt.
The ttblt
on pgt
51
a8 l rtmdard
within
the IBM code-canpatiblt
urktt.
of the GAO rtudy, txtrected
fraPa an indurtry
publication, rupportr
this
contention.
If l4IPS were not a rtandard
in thlr area, FM would hevt had
extrre
difficulty
dealiwith vendorr during the technical
evaluations.
CanctralnR
GAO'8 claim
th4t kmtfOu8
rtuditr
in indu8try
publications
htvt
proven that MIPS rating8 lack reliability,”
PM has not bttn able to find
ruch rtudier
that ray MIPS rrt unreliable
for IBM code-compatible
CPU’s
uring
‘identical
operating
toftvtrt,
channels,
and peripheral
dtvictr.

GAO Evaluation:
We do not agree that FAA used the proper sizing tool for the Aeronautical
Center computer acquisition.
FM
is correct
that computer processor
speed is a reasonably
precise
tool when confined to a particular
class of central
proceasing
units (CPU's), but its use was not appropriate
in
this case.
IBM code compatible
CPU's are not in a particular
or single class because the internal
machine architectures
among IBM and IBM-compatible
mainframe manufacturers
vary
considerably.
Although vendors submitted processor
speed ratings
to satisfy
FAA's mandatory bid requirement,
this fact does not indicate
Using
that industry
advocates
the use of this sizing tool.
equipment performance
specifications
which include the number
channel speed, and memory size may constrain
comof channels,
petition
because these equipment factors
can influence
computer
processing
and throughput.
By specifying
these equipment
items, FAA may have precluded vendors from bidding certain
computer systems
which could outperform
those offered
at a
lower
cost.
The use of equipment specifications
such as processor speed is not a standard Federal procurement
practice
as implied by FM.
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Since 8 totally
new rpetem, including
CpU, ~ripbr@lB,
Region81 Computera.
detail
specificationr
~lr being acquired
for the reglow , only thorc
etc.,
were ured by PM which kmre known to be limiting
factor8
for getting
thr
Aa uampler,
it-8
ruch 81
l utanatfc
data proctrrlng
(ADP) work done in time.
printer
speed in limo
per minute are bared on present and projected print&
Terminal
data input keyrtroke rates
output
end present
printtr
capacity.
rtattd
are those
needed for our employees
'to get time and attendancerecord@,
ktytd
in on time.
etc.,
one ryetan is replacing
multiple
systems, each of which
the eyetern must be urpablt
of proctrrlng
all
function,
The broadert
competition
and the gr-tart
llkelifunctions
concurrently.
hood of acquiring
the correct
equipment
are obtained
by allowing
ldurtry
~to respond to ruch functional
rtquirtmtnte
rather
than by 8pecifying
‘charsctcristicr.
Also,
btcause
this
proct8seo
t separate

GAO Evaluation:
FAA's approach to the regional
computer acquisition,
which relied
on detailed
equipment performance
specifications,
pointedly
illustrates
the extent improper
specifications
and sizing techniques
were employed in ite procurements.
Even though the procurement was for complete hardware systems
including
peripheral
equipment,
FAA provided
prospective
bidders with an exhaustive
list
of peripheral
these specifications
reequipment specifications.
Further,
quired that ADP and word processing
functions
be satisfied
by
Specifications
for these
a single type of computer system.
two types of processing
should have been stated in functional
terms.
the volume of informaFAA could have, for example, specified
tion to be printed
rather
than the printer
speed in terms of
lines per minute.
Also, FAA could have stated its volume of
data to be stored rather than state the disk drive unit's
minimum storage capacity,
as it did in its RFP.
Restricted
competition
usually
results
in higher costs to the
Government.
The reliance
on equipment performance
specifications may have restricted
competition
by precluding
bidders
from offering
more efficient
means of providing
the services
which FAA needs.
For example, FAA's requirement
that ADP and
word processing
functions
be satisfied
by a single type of
system precluded
potentially
lower cost alternatives
employing
separate or connected systems dedicated
to these different
functions.
This single-system
specification
led vendors to
bid much more powerful
CPU's than may have otherwise
been
required.
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--ISSUE 2:

Benchmarking

Not Conducted

GAO Comment 8 :
Comaant
1.

of a G8acr81

Nature:

Beachmarkr,
tha uae of which ia vidtrprcad
throughout
Governrent
8nd
indu8try
88 8 v8luable
tool in urc881ng
computer ry8tm
pcrfoxwncc,
are not being caploycd
in aithcr
procurement.
(P8gt
47)

Commenta Concerning

the MC CPU Rtpl8ccment:

1.

axchding
leas cortly
ryrtanr
with equ81 cepability
to
proccaa it8 8dminirtrative
workload becauac the benchmark process la
not being uacd.
(P8ge 49)

2.

By excluding
8 benchmark from the procuraaent
proceoa,
PA4 may be
procuring
a colnputtr
ryrtan which ia not properly
matched to ito
information
proceaaing
requiraaenta.
Benclxxarking
IO a standard
indurtry
method.
(P8ge 50)

PM m8ybe

Comment8 Concerning

Region81

Replacement

Computera:

1.

By specifying
an operational
capability
demonstration
(00)
in Its RPP,
FM precluded
the use of a btnchxark
in cvcrluating
CPU8 uhich VendOra
bid. (P8ge 53)

2.

Benchmarka

3.

A compariron

are widely

used throughout

of the mearurement

Covenuuent

technique8

and industry.

of 8 benchmark

(Page 53)

versus

OCD.

(Page 53)
4.

Inttrpretlng

5.

OCD, uring 8ubjeCtiVt
judgment, van employed
by the vendora.
(Page 53)

6.

Vendor8

7.

FAA ev8lu8ter
(P8ge 53)

8.

Unlikely
mder

performance

8re proposing

becamea a judgment

ryrtavs

the propored

to rclcct
8 benchrk

agclinat
rytiitema

of the FM.

in tV8lU8tillg

8n unknown otan&rd.

8g8inat

the 8ame cmputcr
proctor.

cdl1

under

8 8Ubj8CtiV8

(Page 53)
CPUs bid

(P8ge 53)
rt8nd8rd.

80 OCD 88 would be aelected

(Page 53)

of record, the (;A0 report (AIMD-81-104)
d8ted October 2,
‘Non-Fader81
CorPputtr Acquirition
Pr8ctlctr
Provide Uecful
Inform8tion
for gtnprlilvng
Federal Methods” found that 15 of 18 itldU8try
8ourct8
queried did not cwmonly uec benchmark testing
to 8clect
computer
equipwnt
8nd th8t little
v8lut ~88 pl8ced on benchmarking
techniquea
by
lndurtry.
Wcvertheltrr,
benchrk
teating
ir required
for caaputcr
ryrtem
A8 8 utter

%=:
19 1, 8nd entitled

8cquirition

in the Coverment.

GAO Evaluation:

FAA did
not
require
computer
procurements.
Benchmarking
tive
sample
of processing
workload
mining
the
length
of time
a proposed
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to process this workload.
By contrast,
an operational
capability
demonstration
involves
specific
software
systems that
are not representative
of the total
system workload.
It
shows only that the specific
software
can be processed on a
computer system, but its results
cannot be extended to imply
similar
computer performance
for the software workload in
total.
Benchmarking is a very valuable tool that can save considerable
resources by insuring
that systems can provide a specific
throughput.
As our October 1981 report
points out, industry
sources generally
replaced computers through a negotiated
Therefore,
many industry
process with their
current
vendors.
procurements
were actually
upgrades within
a vendor's
current
In such cases, there is a higher degree
line of computers.
of confidence
than there would be if a different
vendor's
But, as noted in the report,
products
were being evaluated.
many industry
sources did use a limited
form of benchmarking
even in these instances
to identify
new equipment options
and to gauge price/performance
ratios.
Federal procurement
guidance
desirable
but not required.
ing is desirable
because:
--It

is a fair
system.

--It

allows
testing.

states that benchmark
Despite higher costs,

and unbiased

test

an agency to model its

--The benchmark test is repeatable
limits
across vendor lines.

testing
is
benchmark-

of a vendor's

proposed

workload

system

within

for

acceptable

Because of internal
equipment differences,
switching
to computers
from another series within
the same vendor's
product
line or from another vendor offering
a computer with a higher
Without some form of benchprocessor
speed rating
is risky.
marking FAA could be acquiring
equipment that has slower
throughput
of its workload than the computer it is replacing.
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Regional Computerr.

Benchark
tcrting
was carried
out for the regional
11091, Fedcrel Property
in accord ,ance with the FPR (l-4.
Regulation@
(101-36).
and the National
Bureau of Standards
'Cuidelineg for Benchmarking ADP Sysfme
in the Competitive
Rocurrcat
These are the organizations
authorized
Enviroment
(PIPS
Publication
42-l).
bv Public
Irv
89-306 to irruc such renularionr.
etandardr
and definitions,
_-----ii0 definitionr-not
withrtaodiq.
-

rrr4meornt
~l&;gment

The RPP provided to

GAO for their
rtudy clearly
defined
objective
standards
must be met by the ryrtem running
the QCD. Industry
had no trouble
underrtending
thcae l tendarde
and were able to demonsrratt
the ability
of
Use of a benchmark as defined
their
proposed tyrtems’to
meet the rtandards.
by CA0 would have had no effect
on vendor selection
unless a vendor failed
which is no more likely
than with an OCD.
and was eliminated
from competition,
that

Benchmarking va6 not conducted
for the MC procurement
Aeronautical
Center.
becaure an IBM software
code-compatible
replacement
for only the CPU (not a
A code cwpatible
procurement
UIS
computer
syrtsm) ir being acquired.
jurtified
on the hsis
of a heral
Services Admlnirtration
(GSA) study which
rhowed the estimated
code conversion
cost to be greater
than the purchase cost
measurement
techniques
for IBM compatible
for a new CPU. The performance
equipment
are standardized
and available
as pert of the manufacturers’
technical
information.
The GAO table on page 51 of the report
ahowing “HIPS” ratings
is
In this circumstance,
benchmarks provide no new,
witnear
to thir rituation.
additional,
or useful information genoaneto selection of CPUe.

GAO Evaluation:
FAA’s
responses do not justify
its decision
not to conduct benchmarking for the regional
and Aeronautical
Center computer procurements.
With respect to the regional
computer procurement,
we believe that FAA's characterization
of its operational
capability
demonstration
as a benchmark is
misleading.
National
Bureau of Standards'
FIPS PUB 42-1,
"Guidelines
for Benchmarking ADP Systems in the Competitive Procurement Environment,"
which defines benchmarking,
states that the term "benchmarking"
for the purposes of the
guidelines
means specifically
(I* * * a user-witnessed
running of a group (mix) of programs representative
of the user's predicted
workload on
a vendor's
proposed computer system in order to validate
system performance."
The publication

further

states

that

"Another type of demonstration
that is frequently
'benchmarking,'
more properly
should be referred
either
a capability
demonstration
or a functional
demonstration."

called
to as

Therefore,
we disagree with FAA's contention
that the operational
capability
demonstration
technique,
which it used to
evaluate the procurement,
qualifies
as a benchmark within
the
meaning of the regulations
cited.
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FAA's assertion
that its operational
capability
demonstration
provided
an objective
standard for evaluating
system performbecause the results
of an operational
ance is also misleading,
capability
demonstration
cannot be projected
beyond the software processed in the test.
Therefore,
an operational
capability
demonstration
may be objective
with respect to specific
software
systems, but it does not attain
the same level of
of the
confidence
as a benchmark, which is representative
total
workload to be processed.
For the Aeronautical
Center computer procurement,
we disagree
with FAA's use of processor
speed criteria
to evaluate computer performance without
first
carefully
evaluating
the use
The Director
of the Aeronautical
Center comof a benchmark.
puter facility
told us that a benchmark was not used because
he believes
the processor
speed criteria
met his needs.
However, the variability
of internal
architecture
among IBM ccdecompatible
machines and the uniqueness of individual
workloads
are good arguments for considering
benchmarking over processor
speed criteria
even in the case of code-compatible
equipment
purchases such as this.
We do not believe the Government‘s
interests
are served by dismissing
the use of benchmarking,
a
valuable evaluation
tool,
without
thorough overriding
justification.
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ISSUE 3:

Requirments

Not Fully

Defined

GAO Cmsmcntr :
1.

Infonsation

rcquiranrcnts

have not been fully

2.

At the kart
raquiraaents

3.

Without detailed
applications,
it
hardware systans.

4.

OHB Circular
A-109 specifically
valid information
requirements,

5.

PM ncedo

6.

More than three and one-half
too old to adequately
justify

7.

FAA did not consider
lack of comprthtnaive

8.

The core of the problem
information
requirsmtnts.

9.

Without
detailed
knowledge of current
and future
processing
it ir not possible
to optimize
the sisiug and distribution
information
processing
resources.
(Page 56)

of the problsm is PM’s
definition.
(Page 47)

lack

defined.

(Page 6)

of a compraheusivc

inforsation

knowledge of both current
and future
software
is not possible
to econanically
procure responsive
(Page 47)

to determine

its

total

procurements

be based on

information

requirements.

(Page 48)

years have passed making the
a procurement.
(Page 53)

alternatives
information
Is

directs
that
(Page 48)

to regions1
requirements.

tkt
PM has not
(Page 56)

statistics

processing
because
(Page 55)
comprthensivtly

of the

defined

its

workload,
of

Its tkmt
Response : GAO has pieced great emphasis ou this one issue.
throughout
the report
is that FM dots not hvt
cusprthtnsivt
and detailed
knowledge of its information
requirements
and, without
this knowledge,
it is
Impractical
to do proper planning
or effective
procurement
of ADP resources.
The true issue is to what level of casprehtnsion
and detail
is information
requirement
definition
po88Ible
and most importantly,
reasonable?
GAO
implies
that information
requlremtntr
for the agency should be fully
ldentifled to detailed
specifications
for the life
cycle of tk aquipwnt
(8 years).
When considcriug
tk
ltadtise
required
to accaamodate approvals,
delegation
of procurement
authority,
preparation
of sptcificatious
and the procurement
process,
this tire period is expanded to a minimum period of 10 years.
The main focus of UO’s criticism
Is that the Information
requirements
identified
in 1978 and 1979 did not include
details
through
1990 and trt not
correct
to&y.
CA0 furtkr
atates
tkt
because the rtquirfxments
are not
currently
correct
the original
specifications
art too old to adequately
ju8tify
a procurrrcnt.
The inference
is that PM should have revised
its
requiraents
and specifications
durlag
tk
procurement
process.
The nature
of thr competitive
procurmsent
process is such that m rust freeze our
requlrments
aa specffications
in a solicitation
docment
(RFP) and evaluate
offeror
responses against
the rpeciflcations
and criteria
stated
in tk
document .
vhile
the
continued

rtquircrmtnts
were modified
during the freest
period,
PM has
to monitor
the long-term
needs.
‘Lht RPP specifications
and criteria
have bctn
rtvitwed
to detensint
that tky would still
lead to a cospatible
and econcmical
solution.
To further
provide
for the uncertainties
of tk
future,
the regions~ computers are modularly
expandable
when and if required.
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CA0 alleges
to provide

APPENDIX

that FM
tfficicnt

II

not determined
its total
and effective
ADP support.

information
requirement8
In April
1977 when FM
originally
requested
a delegation
of procurement
authority
(DPA) fran GSA,
’ Committee on Govcrrnnent Operations
(Brooks’
the House of Representatives
Canmf ttce)
requested
addItiona
Information
concerning
the proposed replaceAs a consequence,
GSA withheld
granting
a
ment for the regional
computers.
DPA.
FM and the Office of the Secretary
of Transportation
(OST) met with a
committee
staff
member on numerous occasions
to discuss the details
of the
procurement.
har

The committee
requested
GAO to review the procurement
peckage.
As a rerult
of GAO’s review,
the committee
asked FM for a more detailed
long-range
plan
and suggested
Departmant
of Agriculture’s
(USDA) Long-Range Plan as a model.
In March 1979, FM rubmittcd
to the committee
a Management Information
ADP
Support
Plan, patterned
after
USDA’s plan, which included
requirenenta
analysis
supporting
the regional
cmputtr
replacement.
Although
caDmittee
response was promim?d, nont wts received;
consequently,
a DPA was requested
from GSA in May 1979.
In accordance
with
GSA and Brooks ’ Committee
informal
agreement,
GSA granted
July 1979 when no objections
were voiced by the committee.
FM’S
long-range
plan, the Management Information
ADP Support Plan, #IS developed
to provide
long-term
guidance
and juetlfication
for the ADP facilities
needed
to support
FAA’s mission.
The document in updated form was also included
in
the justification
package
l ubmltttd
with FM’s request
for DPA from GSA for
the MC replacement.
It has been updated as changes
occur and la now titled
“Management Information
ADP Concepts and Support Plan for the 19BO’e.”
However,
the basic
guidance and policy
have not been changed.
a DPA in

GAO’@ reference
to WB Circular
A-109
well below the threshold
for A-109
argued that A-109 principle8
do apply.
A-109 to “valid
information
rtquiramenta”
system l cquirltion
planning,
built
on
iaplitr
appropriate
resource
allocation8
agency mission
needs.”
(Page 4, para.
are

In mnnmery,
procurewntr

is not appropriate.
Both procurancnta
application;
however,
it could be
In any event there is no reference
in
but rather
is stated ae “accomplish
analysis
of agency mlaalcma,
vhich
resulting
from clear articulation
of
7t.,
A-109).

requireaenta
applicable
to the individual
in a mtnatr
that aprtratd
existing
proccarts
and near-term
l ppllcatioaa
devclopmentr
in grsat detail
while those
beyond
3-4 pars yere focrtaringly
leas detailed.
Mditlonally,
modular apanalon
capability
YI l peclfiod
la both instances
as a safeguard
against
the rmkmnm.
Detailed
infolration
analysis
10 summarized at a higher level and in a collective forr where it ir updatd
at leart annually.
The #um~ry level of detail
im l ufflciemt
for ADP managtmtnt
and reflects
a level of retourct
expenditure
commensurate vitb
the expected
benefits.
When major ADP herdwart
expenditures
are projected,
detailed
rpeclficatioru
art again uaembled
a8 part of the
jurtlfication
and rptcification
proccrrea.
The chronology
the procurcnent

known infoxmtion

mm

detailed

met forth
lo the
of the regional

attachment
replacement

documtntr
caputera.

events

l rrociattd

with

GAO Evaluation:
We disagree
that
FAA has fully
or adequately
defined
its
information
requirements.
Our review
showed that
FAA has not achieved
a reasonable
level
of comprehension
and
detail
in information
requirements
definition
as evidenced
by
the following.
FAA
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--based its equipment specifications
on operating
requirements
of the existing
software
systems and data
bases that may be obsolete,
inefficient,
redundant,
or
inadequate;
--based its equipment specifications
on additional
software systems designed to tie together
or integrate
with current
or older systems and thereby perpetuate
any problems that do exist:
and
--added into its workload calculations
the processing
of
two systems under development when its normal workload
growth calculations
already accounted for this new
workload.
Our experience
in reviewing
similar
large-scale
projects
leads
us to believe
that FAA is taking an unacceptably
high risk of
poor results
without
conducting
comprehensive requirements
planning.
It is both practicable
and reasonable
for FAA to define its
comprehensive
information
requirements
for management purThis effort
is not overwhelming.
poses.
Essentially,
it
would require
that FAA document what information
FAA needs to
and
collect
and produce, who needs to use the information,
These
general
inforhow accurate and timely it needs to be.
mation requirements
are independent of specific
manual and automated information
systems and change relatively
little
over
time.
FAA can then analyze
these requirements
and set priorities on needed software
applications
for development.
FAA's contemplated
migration
to an interactive
computing environment
makes it even more imperative
that total
information
requirements,
including
potential
software
system interactions,
If software
is developed
be defined as precisely
as possible.
without
considering
other applications
with which information
system interactions
will be diffimust be exchanged, software
cult and expensive to achieve,
at best, and use inordinate
amounts of CPU time.
We disagree
that FAA's Management Information
ADP Concepts
and Support Plan for the 1980's satisfies
the need for compreWe reviewed the plan and found
hensive requirements
planning.
while it does establish
a framework for comprehensive
that,
it does not contain the overall
inforrequirements
planning,
mation requirements
analysis
outlined
above.
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We consider both procurements,
as well as FAA's future
software developments
for the resulting
systems, as a single activFAA has eaity because their
objectives
are closely
related.
tabliahed
this relationship.
FAA justifies
the Aeronautical
Center computer procurement
on the basis that greater
proceasHowing capability
is needed for national
software
systems.
ever, our review showed that substantial
national
system workload will
also be processed on the new regional
computers.
To
we found that the Director
of Management
illustrate
this point,
Systems in a June 8, 1982, memorandum to FAA’s Region and
Center Directors
requested comments on a proposed administrative requirement
that "No more than 10 percent of regional
In the
computer capacity
would be used for local systems."
,final order (FAA 1370,52A),
the requirement
states that "The
management of local ADP operations
will give priority
to support of national
systems, but will guarantee a minimum 10 %
of the processing
capacity
for support to local systems."
bin this context,
OMB Circular
A-109 applies because the dollar
ithreshold
is exceeded.
Moreover, as FAA has already pointed
but, the spirit
of OMB Circular
A-109 is relevant
even in
cases where its specific
thresholds
are not exceeded.
In
of agency mission needs"
this regard,
the "clear articulation
can only be properly
accomplished by describing
these needs in
terms of comprehensive
information
requirements
through the
process described
above.
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ISSUE 4:

Being

Capacity

II

Acquired

GAO Comen t 8 :
Comments
1.

of

a Geacr81

Inaccurate

Nature:

projcctionr

workload

computer8
than actually
(Page 47)
at all.

Comments Concerning
1.

2.
3.

MC CPU Replacement:

The requested
replacement
computer
procc8sing
power.
(Page 48)

It

ir likely

ryltan.

more powerful
~8 prrforwd

zTrre urcd to rubrtantirft
or no workload
analy8ir

required

to result

will

nearly

in an underutilized

quadruple

the

prcacnt

and untcouomical

computer

(Page 49)

FM developed
projection8

processing
than

based
on inaccurate
worklorrd
requirement8
analysir.

requirement8

a compreheneive

rather

(Page 49)
4.

PM

inaccurately

projected

application8
5.

PM compounded

this

a IO-percent

growth

annual

in current

(Page 49)

workload.

inaccurate

projection

over

tk

&year

lift

cycle.

(Page 49)
6.

PM

proccrsing

overertimatad

for

requirement8

future

l ppliution8.

roftware

(Page 49)
7.
8.

Only two large ryrtemr
with rimilar
for implementation
during
the next

HIPS requir8meatr

Projected

for

proctrring

4 ytart.

requirQants

l prttm@ trt

two ltrgt

there

are

planned

(Page 50)
ovcrrt8td.

(Page 50)
9.

The Director

estimating
10.

staff

tk

raquirarentr

counts

PM expect8
18 caplttd.

coariderabla
underutiliratioa
(Page 55)
Regional

do 00.

tk

road” in
kcaurt

the

(Page SO)
the procurement

Elyrtemr:

of a new carputu
systeman outdated uorklorrd
worklcmdr
htot decre88ed and will
continue
to

(Page 32)

2.

Oirea the MC large mainfrmst8,
tk
only undatory
region trt data entry and remote job entry.
(Ptgt

3.

Batch procuring
and ~88 expected

4.

high

pplicafionr

at MC after
Computer

Replacement

I’M 18 ba8ing it8 8tltction
rtatlrtlcr
bec8urc region81

l

there

tome workloadr.

urrd

Concerning

double

to “take

for

methodology

Comtntr

1.

of MC directed
proctrting

decrear#d
dtcrutt

to

oa tn ntrqt
(Page 54)

rubrtantially,
tvta further.
18 very
proctrring

&mars
batch
procerslng
capability
FM did not monitor
regiotml
batch

lilmly

for an9

fmctionr
52)

of 31 percent,

Co be procured

workload.

(Ptgt

becrure
54)
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‘Reduction
in regional
(Page 55)

batch

prcxerring

workloads

were not

The ratio
of 40 to 1 relative
procerring
power uwd
bt 150 to 1 based on the MC RPP. (Page 55)

considered.

in the rtudy

tmuld

Rcrponrc : The FM Henagement Information
ADP Support Plan of February 1979
retr
forth guidance
for development
of ADP reaourcee
needed to support PM
misrion
need@.
It recognizes
the criticality
of making ADP rupport
available
Only with such
to the operating
otaffr
in the hundreds of FM field
offices.
support
can FM continue
to carry out an increasing
workload
in an environment where total
staff
available
lo not increaelng
to keep pace with new work
assignments
but is in fact decreasing.
The support
plan alro recognizes
similar
trends in the lnduotry
which are
aleo related
to the decreasing
cost of ADP equipment
in relationship to
people coats.
To provide
broader acce88 to information files by nondata
proceesing
staff,
“user friendly”
techniques
must be azployed.
This includer
ust of data base management ryeteme eoftware,
communications
software,
and
other generalized software modules which require greater computer resource6
to proceae.
teste conducted
at MC using a modern data base eyrtem and a user-friendly
language
(ADABAS/ NATURAL), CPU resource
usage doubled.
However, application
development
cycle times and cozts were reduced by factors
of 5 to 7. The
traditional
“batch procerrlng”
is diminishing
slowly a@ “on-line”
procersing
taker up the greater
portion
of the computer capacity.
In

In mmmry,
many more people will
be acccoring
data proceasing
oriented
so the new computers
are required to matirfy FM mirslon needs.

the computers
and they are not
hardware and software
capabilities

GAO Evaluation:
FAA is correct
that data base management
systems
can increase
CPU usage for a given result
while reducing application
development cycle time and costs signifi-

cantly.
However, the general reasoning contained
in this FAA
response does not justify
any specific
processing
capability,
and, in fact,
could justify
virtually
any level of capability
FAA desired to attain.
The conclusions
of our April
1982 report
were based on our
findings
concerning
the status of existing
software
systems
and FAA's methodology for extrapolating
from its existing
software
systems
and ongoing software development projects
While we agree
to its computer
procurement
specifications.
that modern computer systems will benefit
FAA, we do not
agree that FAA has performed sufficient
analysis
to establish whether it is acquiring
an appropriate
amount of
computer

capacity.
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Computera.
To produce a solicitation
document,
it is ntct88ary
to
FM requirement8
at a point in time.
Iha regional
workload data PM
prcaeated
in the juetificatioo
package
for the regional
replacgaent
ayotas
was uaed aa a hre
for the initial
conatructioo
of the RFP. After review by
the regiona,
modifications
Yere made to the l pecificationa
in the RFP to
Regional

gfrtete*

reflect
data

after

changer

six

Which

review by idurtry,
PM need8 and to broaden coopetition.
in the rode of procerring
and tht

prerollcltatioa

clarify
chanfW8

future
uch

to the proccrring

had

occurred

between

1978,

the

collection period, and 1980 vhcn the RFPwaa developed. Subrcquently,

proct88iag

naed8

requirement

accurately

reapond

The poaalbllity

have

refinmcot

additional
SiOCt

churgta

wtrt

i88uallCe

of

more dcfinltive

ken
ronltored.
The
mrfaced
to determine

been

to
m,

requiretntr

RFP has

that

udt
the

811

on

revlcvcd

the RFP continued

aa
to

to ?M needa.

of using

malafrae
for regional
batch procerriug
work
the greater
tort
to procrra
regional
work at
MC,
the ltck
toftwclrt
caPpatlbility sod problem8
pored
by rtaffiag
and
trdhbg
l pport
for
both
IBM capatiblt
(MC)
and non-IN4
cappatible
procereer
in the null
regional
l taffr.
Care l tudita
+mre included
in the jurtification
package
which l ddruad
the comparative
coata of doing batch wrk
at the rtgiona
the 40 to 1 relative
proctrsiag
or at MC. GAO has challenged
tht data,
e.g.,
power urtd in there
8tudits
and fails
to 8CknOWledge
that
the data reflects
GAO’S
the size @nd c8pabilitit8
of the MC CPU8 at the time of the study.
compari8on
of relative
capabilltite
reflect
the more recent
MC replacement
CPU riring
Which was bared on other workload.
Nevertheless,
the result
Was

v&l Wind

valid
when
tconanically

and
of

firrt

rejected

done
processed

the MC
dut to

and remain8 valid.
on the regional

Regional
carputtr.

btch

processing

18 moot

there
h86 been a net decrease
in the batch
A.8 The table
on page 54 reflects,
work
proctecltd
on the Spectra
70/35
computers.
An examination
of the data
ahOW
that
the decrease
was caused
largely
by the ctntralizatioo
of payroll
proct 8a ing . In two of the three
examples,the decrease
in payroll
and
accounting
batch
procissing
exceeds
the net total
batch
processing
decrease
showing that
there
was an increaee
in batch
processing
in other
functional
areas.
The GAO presentation
does not show all
the table
date
provided
them
by FM.
Ihe qis8ing
data
shows an increase
in processing
on the Four Phase
device
counter
balancing
the decreases on the Spectra
70135.
This
is due to
the transition
to data
edit
processing
to the Four Phase data entry
machine
and the use of ito limited
communications
capabilities,
not available
on the
Sptctr8
70/35,
for receipt
and subsequent
printing
of batch
output.
What GAO doer not recognize
Is that
the sire
of the regional
processing
ryrttm
18 driven
by the number
of regional
terminal
users,
local
and remote
to the regional
office
where
the computer
rrystap
resides,
not by the batch
processing
workload.
An txaminat
ion of the RFP and a review
of the FAA
Management Information
ADP Support
Plan clearly
show a large number of
ttrminalr
being
acquired
and the uses to be purdc of these
terminals.
It is
Incorrect
to believe
that
transmitting
all dat8
to and from thtee
terminals
to the diatsnt
MC could
be less
costly
then u8ing
a local
regional
proctseor.

GAO Evaluation:
We do not agree
that FAA's projections,
which simply represent
existing
computer terminal
inventories,
The question of
represent
valid new system
requirements.
whether FAA is acquiring
excess capacity
is best addressed by
for Computer Terminals
reviewing
FAA's document "Projections
Planned
for Agencywide
Installation,"
August
7, 1981, to deWe found that FAA
termine FAA's basis for the projections.
had not comprehensively
reviewed or assessed its terminal
rehad to conduct a special study to
quirements
and, in fact,
compile an inventory
of existing
terminals
and their
location.
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These terminals
had been placed over time to accommodate individual
user requests as software
applications
were implemented.
The FAA staff
analyst
told us that no assessment of
terminal
utilization
had been made in preparing
the inventory.
identification
of underutilized
Without such an assessment,
Therefore,
FAA's reor unneeded terminals
is not possible.
liance on existing
terminal
use to "drive"
the size of its
regional
computers is very likely
resulting
in the acquisition of excess capacity.
By stating
that it must freeze its requirements
as specifications in a solicitation
document at a point in time,
FAA is
not recognizing
its responsibility
to adequately
plan for
The purpose of a longfuture
information
requirements.
range plan is to identify
future
information
requirements
and
project
the resulting
functional
processing
requirements.
We
found, however, that FAA does not have a long-range
plan based
on a comprehensive
requirements
analysis
that estimates
its
future
needs.
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Roceasing
requirements
ucrt btstd
on detailed
Aeronautical
Center.
vorkload
analyrir
performed
by the Federal Computer Performance
Evaluation
and Simulation
Center (PEDSIM) plus projected
major ryrtan
implemtntationo.
Alto raktn into conridtration
wa6 the urt of high-level
language@, Data Btrt
Management Sgrtcm (DBMS), and urer-friendly
languages.
There three rtatc-ofthe-art
8oftwarc
8yrtama greatly
increase
CPU u8agt,
but at the 8amc time,
8ignificantly
reduce peraonncl
development
coots, future
auiatemanct
corto,
and provide
the ueer with a flexible
data mystem.
Even though such information was outlined
in the MC Computer Rcplacemtnt
Study, June 1981, GAO did
not cmm8at on the utt of much roftware
end th8 impact on CPU r88ource8.
GAO contentiaJ
is that 8 lo-percent
grovth rate is not rtprcaentative
of
future
year activities
and that the addition
of new major ry8tm8
workload
in particular
the Uniform Accounting
on top of the lo-percent
growth rate,
Syrtcm (UAS) and the Logistics
and Inventory
System (LIS),
Inflate8
uorkload
Actual computer usage data prwer
othtrvirt.
In the p88t 6
8trtirticr.
months
(Septmber
1981 through
February 1982!,
the growth har been 9.5
percent
over the comparable
period a year prior.
Several months have 8een
Thlr growth has been during a period vhca no new
over 1%perc8nt
increa88r.
major rfrtamt hvc batn implemented.
The

such a8 the Ptrronncl
?l8Mgement
GAO did not contact
major data bare u8tr8,
Information
!iystmn (PMIS) central
control
in PM htadquarterr,
to l 8ccrtala
the tpacl;
of limited
CPU re8ource8
on their
ability
to 8ccomplirh
m&load.
Mejor PMIS chmgerlupgrader
have ken
deferred
because of limited
CPU
The ume rupprtroion
of workload growth has occurred in other
rtsource8.
functional
areas.
GAO dots not mention
that the two sy8tzm8, UAS and LIS, will use DBMS8 and
urer-friendly
languagte.
Thir software
require8
more CPU resource8
than the
older less flexible
syrtems implemented
during the pact years.
UAS and LIS
art
each independently,
conservatively
projected
to be larger
CPU reeourct
u8ers than the combined requirements
of the four new application8
implemented
in the 1977-1980 time period referenced
by GAO.
A8 mentioned
earlier,
grtattr
CPU resources
are mandatory
ensure higher priced rtsourct8,
such ae ttltcammunlcatlons,
peripheral
devices,
ark l f flcltntly
ut lllrtd.

for

the

future

personnel,

to

and

50, GAO indicates
that the Director
of MC etattd
that ‘the total
processing
requirtmenls
in the ILF? are z:::otated
bared on available
data
because the methodology
used double
counts
some workload.”
This statement
is incorrect
for two rea8on8:
(1) GAO auditor8
did not meet with the
Director
of MC; and (2) if GAO 18 referring
to 8tatements
made by the Chief,
Data Services Division,
the following
1s what he told GAO. Because of the
size and CPU usage of the UAS and LIS, they cannot
be accommodated
within
the
lo-to-12
percent growth rate.
hrthtr,
these two systems use modern data
base software
which places a disproportionate
workload
on the system.
As a
rtault,
the one-time
rize of these two oyrrans
rae placed
into
their
resp6ctive workload
years.
This approach 1s not “double
counting”
and only reflects
prudent
planning.
On page

Regarding
the GAO statement
that FM expects considerable
underutlllzatloa
at MC after
the procurement
is canplcttd,
It can be eald that w don’t expect
to run the machines at the txiatlng
9O-to-100
percent
CPU capacity.
When old
proctsrors
art
replaced
with new procesrors,
8omt additional
capacity
io needed
for training
and coavtrslm
vork ;XVT iu XVS) over that for the processing
of
the txisring
workload.
During the period of time before new workload Is fully
developed
and Implemented
on the ntw cmputer,
tbert
will
bt some rtttrve
capacity available.
Prudent management call8
for acquiring
capacity
to accommodate
growth in the next 4 years 80 aa to not continually
be disrupting
operations
by
upgrading
and rtprocuring
computer ryrttme.
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GAO Evaluation:
The data gathered during our review demonstrates
that FAA is acquiring
excessive computer capacity
We
agree that modern computer
at the Aeronautical
Center.
systems will benefit
FM and that our review was not designed
to identify
and evaluate potential
applications
for the new
However, during our review we did assess FAA's
computers.
We found that FAA had
analysis
of its future requirements.
not sufficiently
analyzed its information
requirements
to provide a basis for projecting
with reasonable accuracy its need
for new software
applications
and data bases and evaluating
its existing
systems.
Contrary
to FAA‘s claim, available
data
does not support its projected
requirement
as discussed below.

FAA’s method of using

the Federal Computer Performance Evaluation and Simulation
Center (FEDSIM) study results
inflated
its
The
study
supports
the
use
of
a
lo-perworkload projections.
cent growth rate for future workload through 1982 based on a
trend analysis.
In projecting
the study's
results
beyond 1982,
FAA added to the lo-percent
growth rate the projected
impact
Based on our analyof introducing
new system and data bases.
sis of workload being processed by FAA during the time FEDSIM
the resulting
conducted its study, this methodology inflates
projections
because the lo-percent
growth rate calculated
by
FEDSIM already includes the impact of introducing
new systems.
Our review showed that four major new systems were introduced
during the time period studied by FEDSIM. Since FEDSIM measured overall
trends,
these systems influenced
the trend projection
in the same way as processing
growth in existing
sysWe found that processing
growth due to existing
systems
tems.
alone was only 2.5 percent.
FAA's methodology for projecting
is flawed in two respects:

FEDSIM's results

beyond 1982

-Since the lo-percent
projection
already includes the
impact of adding major new systems, adding additional
impact for new systems double counts some workload.
FM should have either
(1) projected
a lo-percent
growth without
further
additions
for new workload beyond 1982 or (2) projected
only the 2.5-percent
growth due to data expansion in existing
systems while
adding the impact of specific
new systems.
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--The lo-percent
projection
may not be valid beyond 1982
because FAA is projecting
the introduction
of only two
major new systems during the subsequent 4 years,
whereas it introduced
four such systems during the test
period.
To further
elaborate
on these points,
we found that the processing requirements
given for the two new systems, the Logistics and Inventory
System (LIS) and the Uniform Accounting
System (UAS), were overstated
based on FAA knowledge about
them.
When we asked the chief of the Logistics
and Training
System's Branch, Data Services Division,
about the basis for
the LIS workload projections,
he told us that he did not have
data or supporting
analysis
for the figures.
He said that
the figures
were initial
estimates
and were not based on any
specific
system design.
With respect to the UAS, we found that FAA had developed much
more detailed
projections
of overall
system workload but that
some of the workload projected
for the Aeronautical
Center may
actually
be processed on regional
computers.
We reviewed the data supplied us by the Chief,
Data Services
Division
showing a 9.5.percent
workload growth rate for the
6 months September 1981 to February 1982 compared to the
6 months September 1980 to February 1981. We find the data
inconclusive
since the data collection
period included
2 very
high growth months and a steady 3-month decline
in growth
rate from a high of 19.0 percent for November to a low of 2.4
percent for February.
is correct
that our conversation
was with the Chief of
the Data Services Division.
The conversation
covered a wide
range of issues surrounding
FAA's workload estimates
for the
Aeronautical
Center computers.
The essence of the conversation was that several allowances had been made for uncertainties that existed in FAA's workload projections
and to provide for adequate computer capacity
up to 10 years in the
future.
He said that these allowances would tend to overstate the projections,
and he said that FAA's method of projecting
future workload resulted
in some double counting of
workload.
FAA
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ISSUE

5:

PM Did Not Explore

II

Alternatives

GAO Comment 6 :
Commtntr

of 8 Gtntral

N8turt:

1.

klttrnttivtr

wtrt

not considered.

2.

such 88 shifting
workload
8nd using different
Alttrnativta,
of proctoring
resources
which offer
considerable
potential
not been considered.
(Page 48)

3.

Treats

MC and regions

Comments Concerning

separately.

Regional

computers

(P8gt

diatrlbutiona
l avin68,
have

(Page 48)

Rtplactmtnt

may not

6)

Computer

Systems:

(Page 4)

1.

Regional

2.

Did not consider
alttrnativt~
its cost.
(Page 52)

3.

Ibtch processing
could be accompliahtd
by raaott
job entry (RJE).
(Page 52)

4.

Study of alttma~ivt
to use MC for central
proctraing
in lieu of purchuing
regional
computers attributed
procteaing
coat of $500 per hour for MC.
However, MC will be vastly
underutilized
for sever81 years.
Study kiich didn’t
consider
local personnel
coat for rtcond shift
b8tch processing
8nd ttltcommunlcatlona
costs ma incorrect
8s betch processing
could be transmitted
during slack ptriodr
on txioting
lines.
(Page 55)

5.

gatch proctaring
for regions
could be ptrfomed
8t MC fortat8lliog
region81
procurement
and permitting
the Spectra 70/35a 8nd IBM 1401 to ba l urpluaed.

be nttdtd.

which might

forestall

through

local

procurement

or reduce

proctaaora

or at MC

~
I

(Page 55)
Coastnte

Concerning

1.

hats

2.

FM didn’t

3.

Little
ot no coordilutlan
betueen
FM rtaulttd
in lost opportunitic8.

4.

costly

MC CPU Rtpl8ctatnt:

l lttrnttivt
examine

to MC rtplactmtnt
vi8blt

exists.

(Pages

4 8nd 47)

(Page 49)

8lttrrmtiotr.

Depemtnt

of Ttanapottatlon

(DOT) and

(Page 51)

M)T 8nd PM did not dl8cuaa or 8tudp Tranapott8tion
Computer Center
and MC conaolid8tlm
or movxng 8 CPU rrm
FCC to MC. (Page 51)

brponrt

:

Rtgiontl

Computtrt.
Ibc implication
that MC centtrl
proccarfng
~88 not
es 8n 8lttmativt
to the region81
trplacaent
I.8 not correct.
This alternative
was explored
in the 0’;iginal
jiatific8ciOKI
pactgt
and is
acknowledged
by GAO on page 55 when thty question
the v8lidity
of eomt coat
taamptiona
made in the 1979 study.
There l ppt8ra
to be 8ome confusion
on
CAO’a p8rt Mich 887 htvt ken created
by tht rtgional
computer contr8ct
l watd being ude 8t tht same tlmt GAO w8a requsrted
to l upplp 8x1 interim
conaidored
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'Ibe closentr8
report.
to rcviaa an earlier

l pperently
CA0 vaa endorsing;

did not permit CA0
i.e.,
defer the
regioqrl
computer buy, purchaaathe MC replacement
computer,
and then UK
the rlleged
excem cepecity
et MC to proccaa the regiorurl
bttch procersing
needa.
‘hia concept lr rppanntly
the hair
for the l tatment
that FJA did
not conaidtr
l lttmativta
which might forestall
prwurmnt
of the regimal
computera
or could reduce itr coat.
of there

l pproach

two event8

that

approach la alao supported
in CAO'al tateznentaby ltr asauaption
that
only mandatory
ADP functions
for regions
trt data entry end RJE, given
central
procaaaing
ir rvailablt at MC (Page 52). This approach dots not
take into account such rtquiremtnta
am information
turnaround
time, on-line
acctaa,
and local and remote terminal
l upport.

This
the

When the original

justification

atudy for regional
computers was performed
proceasing
option was discarded
in favor of replacing
the regional
equipPent.
Aesumptionr
uaed in studying
the alternative
($500
per hour proctrring,
no 6ccond rhlft,
and teltcommunlcationa
coat) acre valid
and are at 111 valid.
These aaaumptionr
were predicated
on the txlatiag
MC
proctaaing
capability
and obviourly
were not baetd on projected
MC capability,
port-replacement,
aa did GAO. Ihe management dtcialon
then was not to replace
and/or
upgradeMC's capability
to ctntralirt
all regional
procearing
l n it
wa# determined
that thia option would not aatiafy
FM’s requirementa
and was
not economical.
lhia decision
remaina valid.
Alao, MC’s capability
was
nearly aeturated
as early aa 1978 and there wa6 no l xctat capability
to be
urtd for regional
requiraneats.
This ramains true today and in the interim
pried,
1978 to 1982, MC has augmcnttd ita two IBH 370fUSa with a ltaaad
IBH 4361 in order to l ccanmodatt
the workload
growth which wag accurately
predicted
by IA&.

in 1978, the centralized

We do not agree that FAA's analysis
of the
Evaluation:
centralized
processing
option was an adequate exploration
Our review showed that FAA did not take
of that alternative.
into account the forseeable
increase in computer capacity
at
This oversight
led FAA to a differthe
Aeronautical
Center.
ent conclusion
than it might have reached if it had anticiwe note that the
In addition,
pated capacity
at the center.
objectives
of the regional
and Aeronautical
Center
computers
system workare
substantially
the same --to process national
load as opposed to local or regional
system
workload.
Although workload for national
systems is originating
in the
the common objective
argues for unified
planning of
regions,
FAA's decision
to exclude the future
Therefore,
the systems.
capability
of the Aeronautical
Center computers is not justiOur evaluation
of the Aeronautical
Center procurement
fied.
response is included below.
GAO

Atroneutic81

Center.
GAO’s rtatemtnta
revolve
around the point that FM
not coordinate
their
efforta
end did not conaider
available
capacity
at both facllitlta.
In the original
jurtfflcatlon
study which was
submitted
to OST end CSA, revere1 means of utilizing
TCC’a reaourcea
rlCre
examined.
One l lttnutlvt
txtmlntd
the ftaaibillty
of moving large aqftwart
Alao conaldtrtd
waa uaing TCC
l pplicatlonr
to TCC in lieu of upgrading
MC.
for toftmrt
development
by remote terminalr
et MC.
III both caaca it uas
detemlned
tht
projected
FM requirmentr
ere
of the ugnitude
end timelineee thet neither
l lttrnetivt
(or both l lttrastivts)
would preclude
the
ntCe88ity
of lncrtaaing
the resourcea
at MC through replacement.

end OSTdid
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TCC had limited
remervt capacity,
it ya8 hewily
Involved
operating
roftware
l yrtem to another (HVT to NW).
The converrioo
conrrncd
l igniflcent
TCC reeourcee,
and once completed,
antiIn face of
cipated
growth vithln
DOT warn expected
to quickly
fill
tlw void.
the recent aconu~ic downturn,
anticipated
growth within
DOTwas lcrr than
expected
which
rcrulted
in larger
than antlcipted
TCC capacity
temporarily
becoming wallable.
In view of thlr,
FM and OST again examined the alternative
of rhifting
raftware
application8
or hardware between rites
and also
examined the porrlbility
of decrea8ing
the replacement
8pecificAtion
for th
MC coaputerr . Thir 8tUdy, Oklahoma City Computer Center AcquiritloQ
(dated
3/ZS/62),
ruffimed
the need to continue
with the MC replacement
a8
GAO 5388 8w8re of the rtdy
while in progreos
end
originally
l nticlpted.
al80 received
a copy of the completed
rtudy.
At

thet

time,

la converting

llmile
from

one

GAO Evaluation:
We disagree
that FAA adequately
explored
alternatives
for using the Transportation
Computer
Center
Our review
of one alternative
in the FAA's study,
(TCC).
"FAA/Mike
Monroney Aeronautical
Center
Computer
Replacement
Study,"
June 1981, disclosed
the following
analysis
of the
option
to share resources.
"Use is being made of the TCC in Washington,
D.C. where
applicable
programs
and/or
systems
are processed
on TCC
However,
TCC is not sized to assume the presequipment.
ent or future
workload
of the Data Services
Division."
address
FAA's analysis,
as quoted
above, does not adequately
the facts
existing
at that
time.
In June 1981, TCC had two
modern computers
with a combined
processing
power nearly
equal
to the size FAA was requesting
for the Aeronautical
Center.
TCC's operating
statistics
show that
it operated
at less than
30 percent
capacity
throughout
1981 when the conversion
from
one type of operating
software
system to another
was taking
These statistics
prompted
our questions
about the TCC
place.
option.
DOT did not begin a study of processing
Aeronautical
Center
workload
at TCC until
February
11, 1982, when the Assistant
The study
Secretary
for Administration
directed
the study.
final
preparation
of
was completed
on March 25, 1982, during
our April
report.
Although
DOT concluded
that
workload
could
not be cost-effectively
transferred
to TCC, we found several
our review
showed
deficiencies
in DOT's study.
For example,
that DOT overstated
the costs
of shifting
workload
by assuming
that
Aeronautical
Center
personnel
were required
onsite
at the
TCC.
Since application
software
personnel
do not have access
costs
attributed
to
to computer
rooms at TCC now, the extra
Further
problems
these personnel
should have been excluded.
with
this
study are described
in chapter
4 of this
report.
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Commentr of a General Nature.
he l tatement
tbt
FM bar treated MC and
the regime
separately
18 incorrect.
The general
priaciplcr
mployed
by FM
and reflected
in PM’8 Management Information
ADP Support Plan 8x-e that MC
will
be primerily
urcd for large proccrxing applicationa gad as the hart for
data Information
that ir raquirad
by two or more geographically roparxtd
organira tions. The regional ca8putcrr will be uwd to rupport-the local
management needs and to prwlde
rupport
to the regional field. ficilitier.
5ch roftwart
application,
while in the requirement8
end feerlbllity
rtage,
18 examined for the applicability
and the economics of operation
fn a centralized, decentralized, or combination mode. In addition,
hardware procuremcntr
are considered
In the same light, as well an consideration of TCC, and other
Gove mment reeourcev.

GAO Evaluation:

taken

by

FAA

The facts cited by FAA and the actions
in the regional
and Aeronautical
Center
computer

procurements
support
our conclusion
that
it has treated
these procurements
separately.
FAA has defined
regional
and
Aeronautical
Center
processing
requirements
separately
and
has not included potential
improvements in the Aeronautical

Center

computer

system.

In its response to issue 3 above, FAA took exception
to our
citation
of criteria
in OMB Circular
A-109 because it said
that the two procurements
were separate and neither
met the
dollar
threshold
for applying Circular
A-109.
We agree that FAA's Management Information
ADP Support Plan
provides
a framework for planning
its acquisition
needs.
We
disagree,
however, that FAA has adequately
implemented the
concepts embodied in the plan.
Our review of the plan disclosed that judgments concerning workload planning were made
without
a comprehensive analysis
of its agencywide information
requirements.
Because FAA has not determined
the information
needs it refers
to in the plan, it has not satisfied
one of
its major planning objectives.
FAA's statement
"Each software
requirements
and feasibility
plicability
and the economics
decentralized,
or combination
point.
As stated in chapter
showed that project-by-project
indicated
by this statement,
planning needs.

application,
while in the
stage, is examined for the apof operation
in a centralized,
mode" further
reinforces
this
2 of this report,
our review
requirements
planning,
such as
by itself,
is not meeting FAA’s
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ISSUE 6:

Top ManAgemtnt

Involvement

In Steering

II

Committee

GAO Cqmmtnt :
WC also found thst the Chairman
of the Infoxmatioa
Syrtans Review Chnmlttte
(ISRC) hAr delegated
the Authority
to the Director
of ManagemeAt SyAtemA to
decide when end If the Chairman rhould Attcnd
meetings.
(Ptgt 61)
The formel Delegation
of Review And Approval Authority
issued
Response:
the Chairman to the Director
of Management Systems on May 4, 1976, IA
limited
to only those automAted
tll
of the following
crittris:

data

system

development

projects

that

by

meet

1.

The project
IA progrtueing
generelly
within
the bounds of the Achtduie
And reAource trtinatts
contained
in the latest
approved Data Systems,
Equipment and Servlcts
(DSES) Plan.

2.

Approvsl of the project
action or a reallocation
approved project.

3.

The

project

there

A

does not entail
of funds that

a request
for
will adversely

ir
not undergoing
a significant
recaamtndatlon
that such a change

a reprogramming
affect
another

change In direction,
take place.

nor

IA

During the first
5 years of the ISRC process,
there were only seven meetings
chaired
by the Director
of Management Systems under the above stated delegation of authority.
In each cake, all three of the above criteria
were met.
GAO Comment :
“Associate
(Page 61)

hdminlAtrAtoro

including

the

chairman

are

absent

most of the time.”

: At lurt
1 week in Advance of each ISRC meeting,
an announcement
the purpose,
highlights
of, and decision
Aought is distributed
to
each of the AAAoclatt
Adminirtratorr.
&I extrcmtly
1Arge or highly
caDlpltx
This enables the
projtctr,
“dtclrion
paptrr”
Art cuAtoQarlly
attscbed.
Amsociater
to rcltct
the mart knwltdgtablt
Individuala
to tither
accompany
or rtprerent
thm.
Thir
Advance
notice
is provided
to Allow Ample time for
the b8ociAtt
to convey hir position
to hir reprtrentativt.
Aho,
the
AAAociatt
Mminiatrator
in charge of the pr08rAm Area
IA abort
l lwaye
in
Attendaoct
when hir area IA being dircurrtd.
Following
each ISRC meeting,
the minute@, along with copier
of the prtAtotation
material, are #cut to eAch
Anaoclatt
And All other
IotenAted
partleA.
Rtrponrt

containing

Tht

Chrirmao

meetinga

by CAO. Thir
‘ablent

haA perAonAl1y
Attended
84 percent
(36 of 43) of the ISRC
ktween
1975 and the end of 1981. the timeframe
examined
attendance
record la in direct
conflict
with GAO’s statement
of the tire.’

conducted
l ort

We do not agree that FAA has provided
for
management
involvement
in the Information
SysWe believe
that the decisions
tems
Review
Committee
(ISRC).
reached
at those meetings
can have a substantial
impact
on
the outcome of the projects,
and that
attendance
of top management is essential
if the committee's
purpose
is to be
served.
GAO Evaluation:
adequate
top
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Our review of the official
minutes showed poor attendance
at
these seven meetings involving
key project
and agencywide
planning milestones.
We believe that the full
committee should
review such projects
even when FAA's criteria
are met.
Specifically:
--in five of the seven meetings,
feasibility
study and a course
development was approved, and
--

the ISRC reviewed a
of action for system

ain the remaining two of the seven meetings,
the ISRC
approved a new Data Systems, Equipment, and Services
Plan (DSES) containing
in one case 5 and the other 12
new projects.
In one of these meetings the Director
also approved the development phase of a major DSES
project.
(The minutes,
however, did reflect
that in
some cases project
funding required
specific
subsequent
approval of the Associate
Administrator
for Administration even through ISRC approval had been given.)

Chapters 2 and 3 of this report also discuss the need for
to strengthen
its oversight
and direction
of ADP projects.

FAA

We agree that the ISRC does not work in complete isolation.
We disagree,
however, that staff
work and decision
papers are
acceptable
substitutes
for the personal involvement
of ISRC
members.
Representation
by program officials
provides
technical expertise
at these meetings but does not provide for the
high-level
review and dialogue that FAA intended for the ISRC.
This is especially
true in reviews of the DSES plan.
Of the
nine ISRC meetings from 1976 to 1981 that were held to review the
DSES, only one was attended by associate
administrators
other
than the chairman.
FAA is correct
that the statement
in our report concerning
the chairman did not properly
represent
his involvement
in
The statement
should have read "With the exception
the ISRC.
associate
administrators
are absent most of
of the chairman,
the time."
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:

“Inedequmte
quemtioned.’

l ad inccuplete
(Pmae

pra8antmtionm

of

propomcd

new ry#tMI

trm

rmrtly

61)

The Chairmmn
the ISRC
rejected
uny proposed
In certain
once
#Y:
e ng
ther inmdequete
or incaoplete.
tionm’.uerc
ISRC l pprov~l hem followed.
Rxemplem are:

OIV ryrtamr
em
the prcmcntmrefined,
kromedicel
Information
Sy#tm,
Cmrt ificat
ion Rxrrptionm
end Waivers, Accident/Incident
Air Traffic
thntrolhr
Health Information
Symtam, end the UAS,.to nmnc but l
few.
Becmume the development
proccmm involvem the rcrutiny
of she Ammociete
Adminimtrmtor
for Mainimtretion
who function8
em thm Chairua
of the ISRC,
and becmumc the ISRC is c-pored
of all thm Ammoclmtc
Adminimtretorm
who
provide
advice mnd counmel, much staff
work precedes eech ISRC wetlog.
It
conflictm,
and problmam are
Is through
theme efforts
that most
immumm,
of emch ISRC meeting are
rt molvtd . It should l lmo be noted that the rinutea
a condcnmation
of the salient
points presented
end dimcummmd
l nd are not
intended
to be a verbatim
report
of the text and canments nmdc.
of

hmm

cares,

t

GAO Comtnt:

“ISRC rcvievm
of development

of approved

n1lemtontr

developmentprojtctm
and additionel

umumlly rerult
in txtcnmion
funding.”
(Pmge 61)

Rttponvt

: Ihim caument l ppeerm to conflict
with the previoum comment.
Exttnmionm
of dtveloplacnt
milemtontm
end requests
for additional
funding
ere
often
a rtmult
of l dditional
effort
importd by the Chairaun of the ISRC when
he “qutmtionm”
or requests
additional
infommtion
before
rendering
a “top
In other lnmtmnctm,
funding
ry only be l pproved for
omnagemtnt”
dtcimion.
the emount of effort required to complete the rtquir~catm
tnmlymim
and
ftmmibility
l tudy et which tlmm the ISRC Qwinnmn determiner
the future
of
the project.
Initial
dates
end funding
tmtimmtem
l re
for planning
purpomem.
If l pproved,
thm
Am reflnaentm
are mtdt,
batter
emtimatem become available.
l ymtm propomalldemign
phases
require
edditionel
fuoding.
Dmvtlopmtnt
rilestoner
are often extended to permit
flexibility
in rempondiq
to cheaging
prioritltm,
uny of which l re imposed
by outride
fectorm,
much 8s the fimcJ
In 8ddltlon.
year 1982 funding
l umterity which cut off overtime end trevml.
limitationm
on mploymmnt
cellingm
end reductionm
in mtaffing
tend to result
in extenmionm
to rilemtonem
end increamed comtm.

GAO Evaluation:
We do not agree that the ISRC's and the
chairman's
oversight
of FAA's software
development projects
has reflected
adequate or complete top management involvement.
However, our review of several software development projects
was still
ongoing when we issued our April
1982 report.
Hence, we were unable to discuss all our evidence at the time
and correspondingly
reserved final
judgment on these points.
The results
of our completed review confirmed our preliminary
findings
and are reported
in chapter 3 of this report.
We
found several management deficiencies
in the projects
we reviewed.
The deficiencies
remained after
the ISRC had completed
its review of the projects.
We conclude,
therefore,
that FAA's
oversight
and direction
needs to be more effective
than that
provided by the committee.
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ISSUE 7:

APPENDIX II
Individual

SofMrc

Rojectr

Bare Pragmentod

lbagtwnt

“Individual
devolopwnt
project@
(1enerally
hevc tuo or three
of 8 riagle
project
manager.
* * * The obviour disadvrntqe
that it i8 highly
frag#nted.”
(Pager 61 and 62)

mawerr
to. thlr

GAO Cement:

inrtud
ryatem ir

Emch dcvelomcnt
project
bar only one progrm manager.
The
rerponr
billtier
of each program
manager
are formally
documented
end agreed
9:
to in a written
charter.
The program manager lr often urirtd
by rcprerentativee
fran each of the prticiptlng
organltrtlonr
tie rtprerent
the
interertr
of the u$er and the l oftwarc dtvtloptr/opcrator.
Thir arrangement
haa proven to be beneficial
In the development
of such prograns AB the
Uniform Payroll Syrtem, ltr rublrtquent cxpanrion to include the majority of
the DOT, and the UAS l chtdultd
to become operational
ltttr
thir year.

GAO Evaluation:
Our review of the projects
verified
that FAA
generally
designates
a project
manager in writing
and assigns
that individual
responsibility
for developing
systems.
However,
in many instances
the designated
project
manager did
not have direct
control
of most project
resources.
Many of
FAA’s
software
systems are developed by the technical
staff
at the Aeronautical
Center.
Aeronautical
Center managers, who
supervise
the technical
staff,
report
through their
own chain
of command
and are
not placed under the overall
project
manager.
Their obligation
to the overall
project
manager is
thus more advisory
than functional.
From our review, we could not conclude that the overall
project managers had firm control
of the projects
for which they
had responsibility.
We found, for example, that the overall
project
managers did not have accurate
information
on project
costs.
In some cases, they told us they did not have sufficient data to compile that information.
In other cases, they
were able to compile estimates
of overall
project
costs as a
special effort
to comply with our requests.
In chapter 3 of
we discuss the need for FAA to strengthen
its
this report,
project
management.
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ISSUE 8:

Cost

Benefit

Studier

Arc Not Alnyr

II

Conducted

GAO comNT:

‘Wt found
ragulationr,

Energy
hfoXlMtion

cortlbcncflt

8n(Lly8es,

were not conducted
Management
Information
sy8t8Sll.'

(P8gt

8pcclflc~lly
for

Syrtam

the

required

Enforcement

, and Oper8tioarl

by DOT rod FM
Information
Sfrltem,
Error/Dcvi+tlon

62)

: In April
1979, the FM Administrator
published
a new enforcement
policy
designed
to standardize
all enforcement
activities,
provide
for more
Zxpeditious
prosecution
of violators,
increaee
the timeliness
of cnforceoent information,
and Increase
the field
work force productivity.
This
policy
is
currentXy
being accommodated using a canputer
located
at the
Flight
Standards
National
Field Office
in Oklahoma City, and Is dependent
on use of the U.S. Postal Service for transmitting
data back and forth
between
the users
and those responsible
for maintenance
of the national
data
base.
A test transmitting
enforcement
data electronically
is currently
being conducted
in one regional
office
in order to better
assees costs and
benefits.
Bssed on the outcome of the test,
the Enforcement
Information
System automation
proposal
will
be presented
to the ISRC, including
a cost1
benefit
study, at which time a decision
will
be m8de on further
development
8nd implementation.
Rerpon8e

A feasibility
rtudy including
a coet/benefit
analysis
was conducted
for the
Energy Management Information
System (EMS) and completed
in September 1980.
Development
of WIS a8 8 reparate
ryrtem
was recently
withdrawn
from the
approved agency ADP development
plan, before
it entered
into the active
development
phase, and 18 now planned to be Incorporated
in the development
of the National
Maintenance
Management System.
All contractor
propored
alternatives
for the Operational
Error/Deviation
Information
System were analyzed
in a ftasibility
study and were rejected as
being too cortly for the benefits
to be derived.
A ltre
costly
approach was
developed
lbhou8e
and ins pttrtnttd
to, and approved by, the Chairman of the
ISRC in February
1981.

We do not believe that the circumstances
FAA
GAO Evaluation:
cites in its response justify
its not conducting
cost-benefit
studies
in these cases.
With respect to the Enforcement Information
System,
we do not
agree that initiation
of a test lessens the importance of a
cost-benefit
analysis
based on the best available
information.
According to ISRC minutes,
on February 28, 1980, the chairman
of the ISRC approved II* * * proceeding with the development of
The project
had four
the Enforcement
Information
System.”
phases:
(1) initial
computerized
system
on a headquarters
on commercial timecomputer,
(2)
data
b ase copied and stored
sharing
service,
(3)
electronic
transfer
of data
between
the
headquarters
computer and the Aeronautical
Center computer,
The estimated
cost
and (4) a field
office
demonstration
test.
This
represents
a
significant
of the four
phases
was $360,000.
investment
considering
that the cost-benefits
of the overall
estimated
in the
ISRC minutes
to have total
one-time
project,
costs of over $4 million,
had not been evaluated.
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According to the minutes,
the system's development was justified based on the FAA Administrator's
commitment to
strengthen
and improve FAA's safety compliance and enforcement program.
We agree that this is a worthwhile
and
important
goal to pursue.
We believe,
however, that the costbenefits
of specific
approaches to achieving
the Administrator's
objectives
should be evaluated.
The feasibility
study for the Energy Management Information
System did not analyze quantified
benefits
of the proposed
system and the other options evaluated.
Therefore,
it does
not meet accepted criteria
for cost-benefit
analysis,
which
are that benefits
should be quantified
to the extent practicable,
At a minimum, FAA had the estimated
costs of the alternatives
to serve as a starting
point.
It is also usually
practicable
to quantify
the costs of manual processing
that will
be avoided by automating
the system.
We note that one alternative had similar
estimated
development and operating
costs
to the selected alternative
and that another option had substantially
lower estimated
costs compared with the one selected.
According to the study, the latter
alternative
was rejected
because it did not provide for "a national
consolidation
process
for meeting the information
and analytical
requirements
at the
national
level."
The study, however, did not contain an estimate of the benefits
of such a process.
As FAA notes, all contractor
alternatives
for the Operational
Error/Deviation
Information
System were rejected
as too costly
and a less costly
in-house approach was pursued.
We found
there was no cost-benefit
analysis,
including
quantification
of benefits,
of the alternative
finally
selected.

m
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of

Chronology
March

Rtplrclag

1976

September

1976

the

Pecilltle8

Computer

8f tht

Start
of project
equipment
(i.e.,

to repltcc

Contract

to develop

Spectra

atarttd

b&ioMl

ADP

caputerr).
apccificetiona.

M4rch

1977

Procurement
package (justification
apaciflcatlona)
to OST.

April

1977

OST apprbvea
action.

May

Officta

reglonel70/X

atudy

and sends to GSA for

and

procurement

House Committee on Government Operations
(Brooks’
Cammlttct)
asked for a copy of package and for FAA
to defer action.

1977

June 1977

Brooka’

July

Brooka’ CommIttee staff
asked FM
elaboration
of long-range
plane.

for heavy

July 1977 to
March 1978

GAO/PM mtttlngo
to elaborate
tnd (2) long-range
pltna.

justification,

April

GSAcloatr file

1977

1978

the

22,

1978

Commlttce

asked GAO to review

(1)

package.

on procurement
action
baaed on
review.
FAA ccmlmencta new
to document justification
and long-range

Congrereional

effort
plWla.
Flay

(;A0 Report,
‘Strong
Ccntralited
Ummganeat
Natdtd In CaaputtrBaaed
Inforaratlon
Systems"
~8 critical
of PM’8 repltcament
tction.

1978

OST/FM

February

1, 1979

A new “TM ?hnagemtnt
Plan"
completed.

?ebrutry

2, 1979

Ihe Aatociatt
Mniniatrator
approver
plan.

1979

OST rtrln
of ntw pltn.
Informtl
dtlivtry
of
pecktge to Brooka’ CommIttee;
rtaponat
promiatd
oo four occtaiona
but none rtctfvtd.

July

18,

Uarch

uty

5,

23,

1979

Submitted

reaponae

~ency

to CA0 report.
Information

ADP Support
Mminiatration

for

Procurarcnt

Reqrvrt

(APR) to

to Brooka’

Gmmlttte,

GSA.
Just

11, 1979

July

7,

November

II

1979
1979

GSA l ubmltttd
GSA irrued
(DPA) t0
Seltctloo
tpprovtl.

APR tnd

a delegation

Pltn

of procurrent

TM.
Pltn
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February

GSA (Region

1980

3) completed

initial

reviev

of RFP.

March 1980

SP forwarded.

to DOT.

March 1980

RFP reviewed

by regions

April

RFP updated for latcrt
regional
and mtional
rcqui remcnts.
RFP issued to industry
for
prerolicitation
review.

1980

centers.

and

May 26, 1980

Industry

June 18, 1980

Agency Procurement
Plan (APP) and SP approved.
Procurement
Request (PR) processed.

July

Source Evaluation

3, 1980

August

28,

October

Final

1980

28, 1980

December

23, 1980

Detcaobcr

24,

January

preeolicitation

review

completed.

Board (SEB) structured.

RFP drafted/SEB

approval

obtained.

RFP issued.
RFP closed.

1980 to
8, 1981

Contracting
Officer
(CO) reviewed
completeness
and separated
pricing
technical
materials.

proposals
material

for
from

January

8 to 12, 1981

Chairperson,
Technical
Team, reviewed
proposal6
to verify
ccmpleteness
and to develop the
Technical
Team’s approach to be taken to review
each proposal.
Arrangement8
were made to have
the Technical
Ttmn meet in Washington.

January

13 to 16, 1981

The TechnIcal
Team reviewed proposals,
developed
initial
understanding
of systems md components
proposed,
and developed
technical
queries.

January

19 to 23,

FM equipment
technical
to rcrpond to technical
Technical
Team.

January

26 to 29, 1981

February

Iebruarl,
Uarcb
?Iarch

1981

3, 1981

CLto
4, 1981

5, 1981

expert a wre acquired
made by the

querier

Technical
Team reconvened,
cmpleted
detail
reviews and l nalyrir
of proposals,
and developed
a lfrt
of quertionr
to pore to offerors
to
clarify
8pecific
it-8
in their
prOpO8d8.
Rerultr
of technical
clerificationm
frao
00.

The quertionr
reviewed
C0=8t1.
Offeror8

to their

review
offeror8

on technical
and reformulated

and requeetr
for
fonmrded
to the
clarific4tlons
were
by the CO and LeBal

were requelted
to provide
clarification
technical
proposals
by March 16.
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Msrch

16, 1981

Offtrorr
question8

provided
clarification/rtrponccs
pored in the March 5 letter.

rtsponaer
were rtvitued
and l oalytcd
by
Ttchnlcal
Tttm C%airptrron
and rmbtrr
of
the SEB, A decirion
uaa made that mm propoaalr
l pptar to bt technically
qualified.
Preliminary
comting wao developed.

March 16 to
April 6, 1981

Offeror

April

8, 1981

The Technical

Team*@ report
SEB. The SEB accepted
the
SEB took actions
to direct
to offerors
whose proposals
acceptable.

April

10,

Prtlimiaary
cost reviews were completed
reported
to the Chairperson,
SEB.

April

20, 1981

SEB members were given
by technically
qualified
wtrt discusted.

April

27,

Offerors
to clarify

April

27 to

1981

1981

the

The SEB report

Uay 13,

1981

SEB met to revftw
report
of findings
Stltctlng
Official

Play 15,

1981

SEB findingo
vcrt finalized

January

26, 1982
5, 1982

March 23,

April

1981

7, 1982

Ftbrutry
March

14, 1981
19,

1982

IS, 1982

presentation8
offerors,

submitted
changed
their
offerings.

May 8 to 13, 1981

November

was prtmcnttd
to the
technical
reports.
that letters
be sent
Were deemed not

pages

and

of proposals
and deficiencies
to their

proposals

Offeror
propoeale
with changed pages inserted
wtrt
reviewed for continutd
technical
qualification.
Cost proposals
were again rtvltwed
by the Cost Team.

May 7, 1981

Stptembtr

to

Competitive

of findings

was drafted.

the cost report
for rubmission
(SW).

for compttltlve
and delivered
range

range determination
to the SSO.

determintd

by SSO.

OCD campletcd

with

one offeror.

OCD canpltttd

with

wcond

Ntgotlatlons
analyztd.

completed/best

linal

Rtport

for

Final

source

atltction

tourct

and the draft
to the Source

offeror.
and firrala
8tltctioa

offers

by SSO.

by SSO.

Prtaward
rurvtylaubcont
rat t plan/ Ckmgrtasional
clearance/contract
award.
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Future
June 1982

Delivery

of flrrt

equipment.

March 1990

‘bntract

camplction.

(061120)
62

.u..9.oo-

PlunTxllo
omoa
I 1982

o->al-cu,/r

